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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit konzentrieren wir uns auf Methoden zur automatischen Rekonstrukti-
on großer 3D-Szenen basierend auf Bildern. In der Literatur werden Lo¨sungsmethoden
dieses Problems als Multi-View Stereo (MVS) Algorithmen bezeichnet, und stellen ei-
ne sehr interessante Alternative zum Erwerb von Geometriedaten mittels Laserscanner
dar, nachdem die dafu¨r notwendige Ausru¨stung - Digitalkameras - wesentlich preis-
werter ist. Die Grundlagen von Multi-View Stereo Algorithmen sind Gegenstand zahl-
reicher wissenschaftlicher Arbeiten und demnach gut erforscht, weshalb sich derzei-
tige Bemu¨hungen in Richtung Verarbeitung großer Datenmengen verschoben haben.
Realistische Modelle von Sta¨dten erfordern je nach Gro¨ße zur Erfassung ihrer Geo-
metrie Millionen von Bildern. Die Verarbeitung solcher enormen Mengen an Daten
erfordert viel Rechenleistung und fu¨hrt selbst High Performance Computer teilweise
an ihre Grenzen. Selbst der Einsatz von Techniken zur Parallelisierung ist oft nicht
ausreichend, da sie in den meisten Fa¨llen nur zu einer linearen Verbesserung des Re-
chenaufwandes fu¨hren. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, zu zeigen, dass dieser Aufwand nicht
nur durch Parallelisierung, sondern auch durch den Einsatz von intelligenteren algo-
rithmischen Ansa¨tzen reduziert werden kann.
Die Notwendigkeit einer qualitativen Bewertung von MVS Algorithmen und die
Vielzahl verschiedener Ansa¨tze und deren algorithmische Umsetzungen fu¨hrten dazu,
dass Forscher ein Ranking etablierten [SCD+06]. Die vielversprechendsten Ansa¨tze
datieren aus dem Jahre 2009, jedoch zeigen neuere Vero¨ffentlichungen (2011) in die-
sem Ranking eindeutig einen Trend hin zur Verarbeitung großer Datensa¨tze bei gleich-
bleibender Qualita¨t der Rekonstruktionen. Generell ist deutlich zu erkennen, dass sich
der Schwerpunkt der Forschung in diesem Bereich in Richtung Adaptierung bekannter
Methoden auf große Datenmengen verschoben hat.
In dieser Arbeit pra¨sentieren wir einen neuen Ansatz fu¨r die Rekonstruktion von
Geometrie basierend auf Bilddaten. Die Grundzu¨ge dieses Ansatzes sind wie folgt: Zu-
erst werden die Daten aus Video- oder Bildersequenzen gewonnen, um anschließend
aus jeder einzelnen Sequenz Bildmerkmale zu extrahieren und kompakte Deskripto-
ren zu generieren. Mittels einer Kalibrierung der Kameras werden fu¨r jede Sequenz
Kamera Parameter und erste du¨nn besetzte Punktwolken errechnet. Mit den zuvor ge-
nerierten kompakten Deskriptoren, berechnen wir einen A¨hnlichkeitsgraphen, wobei
jeder Knoten innerhalb dieses Graphen eine Sequenz darstellt und die Kanten Verbin-
dungssequenzen mit u¨berlappender Geometrie kennzeichnen. Im na¨chsten Schritt wer-
den die Transformationsmatrizen der zuvor einzeln wa¨hrend der Kamerakalibrierung
generierten 3D-Punktwolken zu einem globalen Koordinatensystem berechnet. Im dar-
auf folgenden Schritt wird zur Verbesserung der bereits berechneten Kamera Parame-
ter, 3D Punkte und der Transformationsmatrizen ein umfassender Bu¨ndel-Ausgleich
durchgefu¨hrt. Abschließend werden dichte Punktwolken anhand traditioneller MVS
Methoden erstellt und mittels der optimierten Transformationsmatrizen zu einem Ge-
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samtmodell in einem globalen Koordinatensystem zusammengefu¨gt.
Wir werden zeigen, dass die zeitintensivsten Berechnungsschritte unseres Algo-
rithmus parallel ausgefu¨hrt werden ko¨nnen. Jedoch gibt es auch Schritte in dem vor-
gestellten Ansatz, welche nicht auf einfache und natu¨rliche Art und Weise zu paral-
lelisieren sind. Als Beispiele fu¨r derartige Schritte wa¨ren hier die Konstruktion des
A¨hnlichkeitsgraphen und der hochdimensionale Bu¨ndel-Ausgleich zu nennen.
Abstract
In this thesis, we focus on methods for automatic reconstruction of large 3D scenes
directly from images. In the literature, methods solving this problem are referred to as
multi-view stereo (MVS) algorithms, and they are a very interesting alternative to the
acquisition of geometry with laser scanners, as the equipment - digital cameras - is not
expensive. As the MVS reconstruction is a well-researched topic, current efforts are
shifted towards a large scale reconstruction. City models require millions of images
to capture their geometry. Processing such amounts of data requires a lot of computa-
tional effort, even for current super-computers. Exploiting parallelization is often not
sufficient, as it leads only to a linear improvement in computational complexity. This
effort can be reduced, as described in this thesis, not only by using parallelization, but
also with a smart algorithmic approach.
The need of quality evaluation for MVS algorithms and a large number of different
approaches has led researchers to establish a ranking [SCD+06]. The most promising
approaches are from the year 2009, and recently two new publications were released
in 2011, which shows a loss of interest in improving the quality, as there is not much
improvement to achieve. It can be clearly seen, that the focus of research in this area
has shifted to the application of current methods to large data sets.
In this thesis, we present a new approach to the large scale reconstruction problem.
The general outline of this approach is as follows: First we gather data as video or
image sequences. We extract image features and build compact descriptors for each
sequence. We calibrate cameras for each sequence to obtain camera parameters and
sparse 3D point clouds. With our compact descriptors, we compute a similarity graph,
where each node is a sequence, and edges are joining sequences representing scenes
with overlapping geometry. The next step is to compute transformation matrices be-
tween sparse 3D point clouds obtained during the camera calibration process. We com-
pute transformations of sub-models to a global coordinate system. We perform a large
scale bundle adjustment to improve camera matrices, 3D points, and transformation
matrices. For each image sequence, we compute a dense point cloud with traditional
MVS methods. Using the matrices, we bring dense sub-models to a global coordinate
system, to obtain a final large model.
As it can be seen, the most time consuming steps of the algorithm can be performed
in parallel. However, there are certain steps of our approach, that do not parallelize
in an easy, natural way. These are the similarity graph construction, and the large
scale bundle adjustment. Thanks to our compact descriptor and our large scale bundle
adjustment algorithm these steps can be performed on a single PC. One of the big
advantages of our approach is a possibility of incremental model construction. The
data does not need to be available at the beginning of the process, and the quality of the
global model will be refined as more data will become available.
Contributions
In this thesis, the author focuses on the application of small scale reconstruction meth-
ods to large datasets. As the multi-view stereo methods are well developed now, and in
terms of accuracy they can be compared to laser scanning techniques, not much space
for improvement is still there. Instead of improving the algorithms, the author pro-
poses using them in a larger framework of city reconstruction. Any progress in terms
of accuracy and completeness of the small-scale methods can be easily incorporated
into the author’s software system without changing a single line of code. The author’s
contributions to the state-of-the-art are as follows:
Compact Similarity Descriptor for Image Sequences
As we work on sets of unorganized models (sometimes GPS data is available), there
is a great demand for a compact descriptor that can be used for measuring similar-
ity between those models. Similarity information is required to construct a similarity
graph, that is used in later stages of the algorithm to compute transformation matrices
between sub-models. Transformation matrices are used to bring all sub-reconstructions
to a global coordinate system. As the quality of the 3D model depends on the quality
of images, reconstruction algorithm and the model itself (areas with high frequency
textures are reconstructed better), we build our descriptor using information contained
in the images only. This allows us to construct similarity graphs before a surface is
known.
Our descriptor is usually compact - for a standard sequence of up to 100 high res-
olution images it needs just about 2-10 MB. The similarity evaluation is very fast, and
it takes approximately the same time as the similarity evaluation of two images using
SIFT features. The output of a comparison function is not only the similarity measure,
but a set of possibly matching images between sub-models. Having matching images,
together with a camera calibration information, it is easy to compute transformation
matrices between sub-reconstructions.
Simple and Effective Approach to Parallelization
Most of the large scale reconstruction approaches try to parallelize current algorithms
starting from the camera calibration, to the dense surface reconstruction. The author’s
approach is to subdivide the the whole large model into a set of sub-reconstructions
that can be acquired and processed independently, by many users at the same time. It
is not necessary to run the reconstruction on multiple, interconnected cluster nodes.
Sub-reconstructions are computed independently, and uploaded to the server that has
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only one task - to merge them together. The author’s approach shows how to build
the final model in an incremental way, and improve the model, when more data is
available. Sub-problems, that are not parallelized in a natural way, can be solved on a
single computer, thanks to our compact descriptor and the new approach to large scale
bundle adjustment.
Camera Calibration for Large Models
In case of methods, that try to reconstruct scenes from huge, unorganized image databases,
the problem of camera calibration is becoming difficult. The most time consuming step
of camera calibration is the matching of images to the similar ones. Often image search
databases are built, and from there, a sparse similarity graph is constructed. These ap-
proaches work well for static models. In case, when more images are available, usually
the image database needs to be recomputed. In our case, the camera calibration needs
to be done on a small sub-model scale, what can be usually 20-500 images, where
image matching time is not exploding. Our system depends on external software for
this task, so any improvements in the field of camera calibration can be included in
our system without making any modifications to the core reconstruction system. When
we have transformation matrices between different sub-models, we can easily compute
external camera parameters in a common coordinate system.
Global-Error Driven Spanning Tree Construction
As the sub-reconstructions can be imprecise, they may not fit well to the global model,
computed on a larger scale. Possible problems are the loop closure and error accumula-
tion, caused by ’weak links’ between sub-models, that can affect global reconstruction
error measure. In section 5.5, the author shows how to merge sub-reconstructions into
a common coordinate system, while trying to minimize the effect of ’weak links’. The
general idea is to find the best order of merging sub-models, that can be interpreted as
a spanning tree construction in the similarity graph, with the awareness of the global
error. When an optimal merging order is computed, the initial model is closer to the
optimum. A good starting point is necessary to obtain a better convergence of the
optimization algorithm.
Large Scale Bundle Adjustment
The camera calibration process outputs a set of cameras with parameters associated
with them, and a sparse 3D point cloud computed from image features. Bundle ad-
justment is the final step of the camera calibration. Having initial camera parameters
and a sparse 3D point cloud of a model, a reconstruction error function can be defined.
The error function measures the inaccuracy of camera calibration. More precisely, it
measures the reprojection error of 3D points to images using a camera model. Image
features are defined with a sub-pixel precision, and correspondences among different
images between the different features are known. Projecting 3D points to images, and
computing distances between projected positions and feature positions yields the qual-
ity measure for established camera parameters. The error function defined in this way
can be optimized, in order to improve positions of 3D points and camera parameters.
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The error function has many parameters to optimize: usually it is 12 parameters
for each camera, and 3n parameters for n points. Having partial solutions of the en-
ergy functions within sub-models, we introduce a new approach to bundle adjustment.
We propose a new type of energy function with highly reduced parameter count to
optimize. Our new, global energy function has only 12m parameters, where m is the
number of sub-models. We could achieve this by having a transformation matrix asso-
ciated with each sub-model, that has a direct influence on all cameras and points inside
this sub-model, and also describes relations between different sub-models in a global
coordinate system.
Texture Compression for Efficient Storage and Render-
ing
Storing and rendering of reconstructed models is an important problem. In addition to
the large number of images containing a lot of redundant information, we need to store
intermediate files containing SIFT features and sparse point clouds. We use this data
to generate dense point clouds, that tend to be space consuming. A point cloud is not
an efficient data for rendering, especially in high resolution, but it can be converted to
any other representation.
From the perspective of the Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), a good represen-
tation for 3D models are textured triangle meshes, because GPUs were designed to
process and display this kind of data from the very beginning. In case of large scale
reconstruction, the amounts of 3D data may exceed the system and video memory by a
few orders of magnitude. Due to this fact, we need to consider a form of compression,
in order to efficiently store and render the data. One of possible options, it to use the
S3TC compression scheme, that is supported by most of the consumer graphics cards.
Unfortunately, the compression ratio of four bits per pixel is not very high, however
the hardware support makes it easy to use. For large data sets, it is necessary to obtain
better compression ratios. Very often, in many compression schemes, efficient storing
does not come along with efficient and fast decompression. A good example is the
JPEG scheme, which is very efficient in terms of storage requirement, but the decom-
pression speed is too slow for real time operation. In many applications, JPEG is used
to store data on a fixed storage, but for rendering tasks, the image data is stored in video
memory in uncompressed or S3TC compressed form.
As a remedy for the above mentioned problem, we have evaluated the possibility of
using Residual Vector Quantization compression for real-time texturing. Our approach
allows us to store texture data in the video memory of the GPU, in a compressed form,
and decompress it during the rendering. The compression ratio, we have obtained is
1bpp (one bit per RGB pixel), well suited for random access. The scheme is using
very simple instructions to decompress the data. Details of this method can be found
in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Re-creation of 3D models of real world scenes has always been an interesting topic for
film and game industry, digitalization of cultural heritage, and virtual reality. Building
virtual 3D scenes has always required talented people with artistic sense, specialized
and expensive software, strong computational resources for photorealistic visualiza-
tion, and the most important - a lot of manual work.
Recently, a lot of research has been done in the field of automatic acquisition of
3D models and scenes. Research device prototypes are often not ready for commercial
market. Laser scanners are in a well developed state, however in practice they produce
massive point clouds, that are hard to process and visualize. As current graphics pro-
cessing units (GPUs) are designed to render triangle meshes, point clouds need to be
triangulated in order to achieve good rendering performance. Very often, reconstruc-
tion of triangular surfaces is an ill-posed problem, and due to noise and outliers, it is
very hard to obtain a high quality surface in a completely automated way. The other
approach to rendering, using point clouds directly, lacks the dedicated hardware sup-
port. Of course, the visualization algorithms for point clouds exist, but they are limited
by the following issues. The first issue, is the complexity of the algorithms, that de-
pends on the screen resolution. Currently a standard is a resolution of 2 mega-pixels,
and there are even research efforts to build giga-pixel displays. The second issue of
direct point rendering is the storage and bandwidth requirement, as point clouds tend
to be bigger in size, than equivalent triangular models. Despite of these problems, a
point cloud is an interesting alternative data representation, as it allows for manipula-
tion without taking care of connectivity between elements. As research is progressing,
more and more advanced techniques are being developed for processing point clouds,
so this representation is very useful in intermediate stages of processing.
Commercial solutions based on laser scanners and structured light scanners are
available, however they are often limited to acquisition of small objects. Additionally,
due to high prices, they are beyond of reach for the consumer area. For small ob-
jects acquired under controlled conditions, usually it is much easier to produce triangle
meshes. For small objects, any manual editing is not as tedious, as it would be in case
of really huge scenes.
A very interesting area of research is the automatic reconstruction of scenes based
on images and video sequences only. Methods developed within the area can be
brought to the consumer area, as digital cameras and camcorders are widely available
at relatively low prices. Multi-view stereo (MVS) methods, used for 3D reconstruction
from images, are quite well developed. These methods are ranked by accuracy and
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completeness, and can be compared in the Middlebury Database ([SCD+06]). Accu-
racy means, how close the reconstructed models are from the ground truth. Current
MVS methods presented in the Middlebury Database have an accuracy of less than 0.5
mm measured for the test object. The completeness is the percentage of surface recon-
structed, and for some of the test data sets, this number reaches even up to 99.9%. The
main disadvantage of MVS methods is inability of precise surface reconstruction of
texture-less areas, as these areas look very similar on many images, and no information
about the real surface can be inferred. Different methods have different approaches -
skip surface reconstruction in these areas in order to preserve better overall accurracy,
or make certain assumptions on the surface in order to produce more complete models,
but with lower accuracy. Different MVS methods can produce different types of 3D
models, starting from point clouds, volume models, to triangle meshes.
1.1 Large Scale Reconstruction
There is not much space left for improvements in quality and completeness of models
produced by MVS methods. This can be clearly seen in the Middlebury database,
where the most influential papers are from 2009, and no significant progress has been
made since then.
The MVS methods work well for small scenes, build from a small number of im-
ages, however a large scene reconstruction is a big and complex problem, that requires
a new concept. The main sub-problems of the large scale approach are as follows:
Organizing a Large Number of Input Images
The input set of images can be unorganized or only partially organized. In both cases, it
is required to group images depicting the same scene geometry, as it is a pre-requisite
for camera calibration. The problem becomes expensive in terms of computational
complexity, if the number of images is increasing. A naive solution would be to con-
sider all the pairs of images and compute their similarity, however the time required to
accomplish this task grows quadratically with the number of images. This is a chal-
lenging problem, that is also addressed in this thesis.
Large Scale Camera Calibration
Once the image set has been organized, a recovery of camera parameters used during
image capture is necessary. A good initial estimate of the internal camera parameters -
focal length, radial distortion, center of projection - can be computed using a small set
of images. External parameters (position, rotation) are embedded in a global coordinate
system of a huge model. This makes it hard to compute their positions using only local
information, without taking into account the whole model.
Building a High Quality Large Model
Once the camera parameters have been computed, it is possible to use a MVS method
to recover the 3D geometry of a scene. Since MVS methods by definition need images
as input, the problem of storing images in the system memory arises. It is clear that
for huge data sets it is not possible to store the whole set of images in the memory,
and frequent disk accesses slow down the reconstruction algorithm. Even with the
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assumption of having very fast and large memory, current CPU speeds still can be a
limiting factor. This brings us to the next problem - parallelization.
Effective Parallelization
Parallelization is often used as a remedy for a high demand for computational re-
sources. However the improvements achieved in this way are often not sufficient, as
they can provide a linear speedup only. The non-regularity of the large scale recon-
struction problem makes it hard to achieve a proper load balancing. Despite this fact,
we show an effective way of distributing the computation that is complemented by ex-
tremely effective algorithms that reduce the computational complexity of certain parts
of the algorithm.
1.2 Organization of the Thesis
The work presented in this thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2: Introduction to the Multi-view Geometry
In this chapter, we present the foundations of all multi-view stereo methods. We de-
scribe the pinhole camera model and projections in homogeneous coordinates, that are
used in the most of the algorithms. We also present basic algorithms for the computa-
tion of the camera projection matrix, two-view and multi-view geometry, and camera
calibration. Basic terms defined in this chapter are required to fully understand the
main subject of the thesis, however a reader with a computer vision experience may
safely skip this part. The author is using equations and algorithms from this part as a
reference for software implementation of the large scale reconstruction system.
Chapter 3: Review of the State of the Art Reconstruction Methods
As our contributions are build on top of the state-of-the art small scale reconstruction
methods, we present a short review of the most important algorithms in this area.
Chapter 4: Compact Descriptors for Video Sequence Matching
As a basic building block used in our large scale reconstruction algorithm, we use
an image sequence or set. The reason for this, is that during image acquisition with
digital cameras or camcorders, usually consequent images depict the same geometry,
they are located in the same area, so exploiting this partial organization, will save a lot
of computation in later stages of the algorithm. We do not assume any inter-sequence
organization of input data, however the GPS coordinates save a lot of time during later
processing.
This part describes our contribution, a compact descriptor for an image sequence.
The descriptor is used to compute the similarity between two sequences or sets of
images. Additionally, it allows us to select individual matching images from sequences.
With our compact descriptor, and optionally using the GPS data, we are able to organize
large amounts of data in a very short time. This is equivalent to building a similarity
graph where each node is an image sequence, and edges connect nodes containing
images of the same scene geometry.
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Chapter 5: Large Scale Reconstruction
In this part of the thesis we describe another contribution - our algorithm of large scene
reconstruction - and compare it with other competing approaches. The algorithm starts
with a set of image sequences and 3D sub-models created for those sequences, and
creates one large, coherent 3D model.
Chapter 6: Compression Algorithm for Efficient Storage and Ren-
dering
Another contribution presented in this thesis is the evaluation of Residual Vector Quan-
tization compression in the context of storing and rendering large amounts of pixel data.
As the reconstructed model can be converted to a textured mesh, or it can be rendered
as a point cloud with a splatting algorithm that is using textures to store colors of the
points, we need an efficient compression scheme. For efficient decompression and
rendering the following requirements must be met:
 High compression ratio.
 Random access to pixels in the compressed representation.
 Extremely high decompression speed, that will allow us to render directly from
the compressed representation.
Unfortunately, none of the standard techniques fulfill all the requirements at the same
time. However, the Residual Vector Quantization method, invented more than 30 years
ago, and forgotten due to insufficient computing power in former times, required for
the data compression, can satisfy all of the above conditions. To our knowledge, our
attempt of evaluation of this method for large data sets, is the first one.
Additionally, we present the decompression method in the context of real-time ren-
dering with a 6.4 giga-pixel sized texture and interactive rendering of a giga-voxel sized
volume model.
Chapter 2
Introduction to the Multi-view
Geometry
2.1 Overview
In this chapter, we describe the foundations of most of the existing 3D reconstruction
methods. We introduce the pinhole camera model that is used in most standard re-
construction methods. This model is used to describe an image formation process, in
which 3D scenes are projected onto the surface of the camera sensor or film. Knowing
the camera projection parameters, we can infer some information about 3D geometry
of a photographed scene. This chapter mostly follows [HZ04].
2.2 A Camera Model and Projections
In this section, we describe the simple pinhole camera model, as introduced in [HZ04].
This model is sufficient to describe the properties of the most consumer digital cameras,
and is widely used in the state-of-the-art reconstruction algorithms. For special, non-
standard models, the reader is referred to [HZ04].
2.2.1 The Pinhole Camera Model
The pinhole camera model describes, how 3D points are projected onto a plane. In this
model, we assume, that the center of projectionC is the origin of Euclidean coordinate
system, and the projection plane, often called image plane or focal plane is perpendic-
ular to the Z axis, located at offset f from the origin. The value of f is known as focal
length.
In this model, the projection of a 3D pointX = (X;Y; Z)T is the intersection of a
3D line connecting C and X, with the image plane. The projection can be computed
with the following formula:
(X;Y; Z)T ! (fX=Z; fY=Z; f)T (2.1)
Dropping the third coordinate gives us a mapping from 3D space to a 2D image.
The basic setup of the pinhole camera model is shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Pinhole camera model and projection.
2.2.2 Projection Using Homogeneous Coordinates
Sometimes it is convenient to express the mapping 2.1 as a matrix multiplication. In
order to do it, we need to define this projection in homogeneous coordinates. This
projection can be written in the following form:0BB@
X
Y
Z
1
1CCA!
0@ fXfY
Z
1A =
0@ f 0f 0
1 0
1A
0BB@
X
Y
Z
1
1CCA (2.2)
When using the standard notation, where X is a 3D point in homogeneous coor-
dinates (X;Y; Z; 1)T ; x is the image point represented as homogeneous three element
vector, andP is the 34 homogeneous camera projection matrix, we can simply write
the equation 2.2 as
x = PX (2.3)
2.2.3 Shift of Principal Point
The origin of the image coordinate system is called the principal point. In practice, it
may not be the case, that the principal point is located in the center of the projection
plane. Having the origin of the coordinate system in the image corner is more conve-
nient for accessing image pixels directly after the projection. This can be achieved by
introducing the principal point offset. The projection can then be described as
(X;Y; Z)T ! (fX=Z + px; fY=Z + py)T (2.4)
In the matrix form, the projection can be written then as0BB@
X
Y
Z
1
1CCA!
0@ fX + ZpxfY + Zpy
Z
1A =
0@ f 0 px 00 f py 0
0 0 1 0
1A
0BB@
X
Y
Z
1
1CCA (2.5)
Now we can define the camera calibration matrixK in the following form:
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K =
0@ f 0 px 00 f py 0
0 0 1 0
1A (2.6)
The projection now can be written in a compact form as
x = KX (2.7)
2.2.4 Camera Rotation and Translation
The previous model assumes, that all 3D points are defined within the local camera
coordinate system. In many applications, we need to consider more than a single cam-
era observing the same scene. This leads us to a common world coordinate system, in
which the cameras are embedded. There is a certain relation between the local cam-
era coordinate system and the world coordinate system. This relation between the two
systems, is expressed by using a rotation and a translation. Let ~X be a 3D point in the
world coordinate system, ~Xcam is the same point in the local camera coordinate sys-
tem. Then we may write ~Xcam = R( ~X  ~C), where ~C is the camera center in world
coordinates, and R is 3  3 rotation matrix that describes the rotation of the camera
in the world coordinate system. In matrix form, this relation between the different
coordinate frames can be written as
Xcam =

R  R~C
0 1
0BB@
X
Y
Z
1
1CCA=  R  R~C0 1

X (2.8)
In order to project a homogeneous point expressed in the world coordinate frame,
the two equations 2.7 and 2.8 together can be written in a short form as
x = KR[Ij   ~C]X (2.9)
The entries of matrix K are called internal camera parameters, and the matrix R
and vector ~C are known as external camera parameters.
In order to simplify the projection of 3D points from the world coordinate system
to an image plane (Equation 2.9), K,R, and ~C can be combined into a single 4  3
camera projection matrix:
P = K[Rjt] (2.10)
where t =  R ~C.
2.2.5 Consumer Digital Cameras
The model described above is very simple, but somehow limited. It does not include
any distorting properties of the lens, and assumes that pixels are square, what not al-
ways needs to be the case.
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Non-square Pixels
Non-square pixels may cause unequal scaling in two image directions. If the number of
pixels per unit distance in x and y direction is denoted bymx andmy , then we need to
include those two factors in the projection from world coordinates to the image frame.
We can compensate for this by multiplying the corresponding K matrix elements by
those values:
K =
0@ fmx 0 pxmx0 fmy pymy
0 0 1
1A (2.11)
Radial Distortion
Real lenses cannot be accurately described by the previous linear camera model. The
most influential factor is the radial distortion, seen especially in low quality, wide angle
lenses. In order to be able to use the pinhole camera model, the image measurements
need to be corrected.
Let (~x; ~y) be the image coordinates of an ideal pinhole projection (with the princi-
pal point in the origin). Radial distortion can be modeled as
xd
yd

= L(~r)

~x
~y

(2.12)
where (~x; ~y) is the ideal image position, (xd; yd) is the actual image position, ~r
is the Euclidean distance from the ideal image position to the center, and L(~r) is a
distortion function. The corrected pixel coordinates are the following:
x^ = xc + L(r)(x  xc) y^ = yc + L(r)(y   yc)
where (x; y) are the projected coordinates, (x^; y^) are the corrected coordinates, and
(xc; yc) is the center of radial distortion.
The following choice for the distortion function and the distortion center is sug-
gested in [HZ04]. As the function L(r) is defined in the positive domain, and L(0)=1,
then an arbitrary function with these properties can be approximated by a Taylor ex-
pansion L(r) = 1 +
P1
i=1 ir
i. The choice for center of radial distortion is often the
principal point. Radial distortion parameters, additionally to the matrix K elements,
are also considered as internal camera parameters.
In reconstruction algorithms, there are two possible options, how to handle the ra-
dial distortion. The first one can directly use the correction formulas, while executing
the algorithm. The other way is to undistort the images, and during execution of the al-
gorithm, use standard linear projection model. The disadvantage of the second concept
is the quality reduction in the input images, however the advantage of purely linear
projection model, could be exploited in the course of geometry optimization, where
faster or simpler optimization methods could be applied.
2.2.6 Computation of the Camera Projection Matrix
Once we have defined the pinhole camera model, we will show how to recover cam-
era parameters from a set of images and a small number of correspondences between
measured 3D points and their image projections. Despite the fact, that in this thesis we
focus on fully automatic methods, that do not have any clues about the 3D geometry
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and correspondences in the photographed scenes, this paragraph is still important. Very
often we have situations, where internal camera parameters are constant, so they can
be computed only once. With fixed internal parameters, we can reduce the complexity
of full camera calibration, by limiting the number of unknown variables in the course
of optimization.
Our assumption is, that we have a set of correspondences C = fXi $ xigNi=1
between 3D points and their 2D image projections. The task is to find the camera
projection matrix P, such that 8i xi = PXi. In order to simplify the solution of this
set of equations, we may rewrite this in terms of a cross product: 8i xi  PXi = 0.
This is possible, since the homogeneous vectors xi andPXi should point into the same
direction, but they may differ in scale factor.
This leads directly to the following relationship:24 0T  wiXTi yiXTiwiXTi 0T  xiXTi
 yiXTi xiXTi 0T
350@ p1p2
p3
1A = 0 (2.13)
where piT is the i-th row of P, a four dimensional vector. In order to reduce the
number of equations, by exploiting the linear dependence of the equations in 2.13, we
can use the following:

0T  wiXTi yiXTi
wiX
T
i 0
T  xiXTi
0@ p1p2
p3
1A = 0 (2.14)
Using a set of n correspondences, and using equation 2.14, we can build a matrix
A of size 2n  12, and solve the equation set of Ap = 0 for the elements of P
contained in p. For example, the Singular Value Decomposition can be used to obtain
a solution. At least 6 correspondences are required to solve this equation set, but often
the measurements are not precise enough to obtain a stable solution. In this case,
more correspondences should be used. In this case, the solution will be obtained by
minimizing the geometric or algebraic error. For more information on this topic, the
reader is referred to [HZ04].
2.2.7 Camera Matrix Decomposition
In Section 2.2.6, it is shown how to obtain the full camera projection matrix. In many
cases, we are interested in obtaining internal camera parameters. This is important,
when those parameters are always fixed, because it allows us to use them later for re-
ducing the number of parameters required for full camera matrix estimation for many
images. The initial calibration can be performed with a known 3D model and manual
correspondence finding. Often a calibration object like a chessboard is used, and auto-
matic detection of corners can create a set of correspondences in an automated way. In
this subsection, we present a camera decomposition method, which can extract internal
and external camera parameters from the previously computed camera matrix.
Camera Center
The camera center C fulfills the equation PC = 0. We can use Singular Value
Decomposition of the matrix P in order to solve for elements of C. The center
C = (X;Y; Z; T )T can be also obtained with an algebraical method from the fol-
lowing formulas:
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X = det([p2;p3;p4]) Y = det([p1;p3;p4])
Z = det([p1;p2;p4]) T = det([p1;p2;p3])
Orientation and Internal Parameters
From Equation 2.9, we can write
P = [Mj  M~C] = K[Rj  R~C]
From this equation it is clear, that we can find K and R by decomposition ofM,
becauseM = KR. The RQ-decomposition algorithm can splitM into a product of
two matrices: upper-triangular matrix K, and orthogonal matrix R. As the decompo-
sition may lead to the ambiguity, we require that K must have positive entries on the
diagonal. TheK matrix is
K =
0@ x s x0y y0
1
1A
where x and y are scaling factors in x and y direction, s is the skew parameter,
and (x0; y0)T is the principal point.
2.3 Multi View Geometry
2.3.1 Epipolar Geometry
The term epipolar geometry describes the intrinsic projective geometry between two
views. This geometry does not depend on the scene geometry. It depends on the
internal camera parameters and a relative pose between cameras.
2.3.2 The Fundamental Matrix
The intrinsic geometry is described by the fundamental matrix F. The size of this
matrix is 33, and rank is 2. If a 3D point X projects to points x and x0 in two
cameras, then those points satisfy the relation
x0Fx = 0: (2.15)
This relation can be interpreted as follows. The term Fx = (lx; ly; lz)T = l repre-
sents a 2D line equation lxx+ lyy + lz = 0. The term x0l = 0 requires the point x0 to
be located on the line l (the distance from x0 to l is 0). The line l is called the epipolar
line. The visual representation of epipolar geometry is shown in Figure 2.2.
An important term is the epipole. It is the intersection point of the line joining
camera centersC andC0 in Figure 2.2 with the image plane. The line (C;C0) is called
the baseline.
In situation from Figure 2.2, let’s suppose, we have only a projection x of a 3D
point X, and the fundamental matrix between the two views, but we do not know the
exact position of point X in 3D space, and its projection x0 to the second camera. In
this case the position of point x0 is restricted to the epipolar line corresponding to the
point x.
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Figure 2.2: Epipolar geometry
2.3.3 The Essential Matrix
The essential matrix is a specialization of the fundamental matrix for the case of nor-
malized image coordinates. We define the normalized coordinates. Let P = K[Rjt]
and x = PX. When the calibration matrix K is known, we may write x^ = K 1x =
[Rjt]X, where x^ is the image point expressed in normalized coordinates. The matrix
K 1P = [Rjt] is known as a normalized matrix, where the effect of the known cali-
bration matrix is removed. The essential matrix is defined by the following equation:
x^0TEx^ = 0; (2.16)
By substituting for x^ and x^0, we get x^0TK0 TEK 1x^ = 0; Now the relation
between the fundamental and essential matrix can be written as
E = K0FK; (2.17)
2.3.4 Multi-view Reconstruction
In this section, we describe how to reconstruct the scene and to compute camera pa-
rameters, first from two views, and later for more views. The prerequisite for the
reconstruction is a set of 2D correspondences xi $ x0i originating from a set of un-
known 3D points Xi. Our task is to find two camera matrices P and P0 and a set of
3D pointsXi, such that for each i the following equations are fulfilled:
xi = PXi x
0
i = P
0Xi (2.18)
For stable results, a sufficient number of points is required. The reconstruction is
done in three steps:
1. Compute the fundamental matrix from the point correspondences.
2. Compute the camera matrices from the fundamental matrix.
3. For each correspondence, compute the 3D point, that projects to the two image
points.
The approach presented here is very general, and there exist many variants of this
method. The details can be found in [HZ04].
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Computation of the Fundamental Matrix
When the correspondences are known, and fulfill the condition x0iFxi = 0, an equa-
tion set can be build and solved for the entries of the fundamental matrix. At least 7
points are required to solve the equation set. One equation for the corresponding points
(x; y; 1) and (x0; y0; 1) can be written as:
x0xf11+x0yf12+x0f13+ y0xf21+ y0yf22+ y0f23+xf31+ yf32+ f33 = 0 (2.19)
If the entries of matrix F are written as a vector f in row-major order, then Eq. 2.19
can be written in a form
(x0x; x0y; x0; y0x; y0y; y0; x; y; 1)f = 0 (2.20)
The whole equation system for a set of n point matches can be written as
Af =
0BBBB@
x01x1 x
0
1y1 x
0
1 y
0
1x1 y
0
1y1 y
0
1 x1 y1 1
: : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : :
x0nxn x
0
nyn x
0
n y
0
nxn y
0
nyn y
0
n xn yn 1
1CCCCA f = 0 (2.21)
This system of equations is usually solved with SVD. The least-squares solution
for the fundamental matrix entries is the singular vector corresponding to the smallest
singular value ofA. In this case the last column ofV in the SVD A = UDVT . This
solution minimizes jjAf jj subject to the condition jjf jj = 1.
Enforcing the Singularity Constraint
Many applications rely on the fact that the fundamental matrix is of rank 2. If this
matrix is not singular, then the epipolar lines are not coincident. The solution to the
linear equations generally does not produce a rank 2 fundamental matrix, so this con-
straint should be enforced. The convenient way of doing that is by correcting the
fundamental matrix F obtained by the SVD solution from A. Matrix F is replaced
by another matrix F0 that minimized the Frobenius norm jjF   F0jj, while holding
the condition detF = 0. An easy way for calculating F0 is to use the SVD again.
When F = UDVT is the SVD of F, where D = diag(r; s; t) is a diagonal matrix
with r  s  t. Then F0 = Udiag(r; s; 0)VT is the matrix minimizing the Frobenius
norm.
The 8-point Algorithm
Here we introduce the normalized 8-point algorithm, that computes the fundamental
matrix from a set of at least 8 corresponding points.
1. Normalization: First the image coordinates are transformed with formulas x^i =
Txi and x^0i = T
0x0i. The matrices T and T
0 are normalizing transformations
consisting of translation and scaling. The suggested translation is that the cen-
troid of points is at the origin of the coordinates. The scaling is chosen in such a
way, that root mean square (RMS) of the points from the origin is equal to
p
2.
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2. Find the fundamental matrix F^0 corresponding to matches x^$ x^0 by:
 Linear solution: Compute F^ from the singular vector corresponding to
the smallest singular value of A^, where A^ is composed from the matching
points x^$ x^0.
 Constraint enforcement: Replace F^ by F^0 in such a way that det F^0 = 0
using SVD.
3. Denormalization: Output the fundamental matrix as F = T0T F^0T. The matrix
F corresponds to the original set of matching points.
Handling Outliers
The normalized 8-point algorithm assumes, that the correspondences are true. This is
not always the case. As described in Chapter 4, the most widely used SIFT algorithm
[Low04] can output correspondences, that may not reflect the 3D geometry of a scene,
as the matching is done by considering only local image descriptors. In this case a
RANSAC approach is used, where a random subset of correspondences (usually 8) is
selected as a hypothesis and the reconstructed fundamental matrix is used to verify
this hypothesis by computing how many points fulfill the epipolar line condition. The
procedure is repeated, and the best hypothesis is selected as a solution.
Computation of Camera Matrices
The camerasP andP0 can be extracted from the essential matrix. The essential matrix
can be computed directly from the normalized image coordinates, or it can be computed
from the fundamental matrix. The solution that can be computed from the essential
matrix, can be determined up to a scale. If we assume that the first camera isP = [Ij0],
then in order to compute the second matrixP0, we can factor E into the product SR of
a skew-symmetric matrix and a rotation matrix. If the SVD of E isUdiag(1; 1; 0)VT ,
then there are two possible factorizations E = SR:
S = UZUT R = UWVT or UWTVT
Having the essential matrix E = Udiag(1; 1; 0)VT and the first camera matrix
P = [Ij0] we can compute the second camera matrix with the following formula:
P0 = [UWVT j+ u3] or [UWVT j   u3]
or [UWTVT j+ u3] or [UWTVT j   u3]
where u3 = U(0; 0; 1)T .
Computation of 3D Points
When we have P and P0, the next step is to compute 3D coordinates of points corre-
sponding to the matches. This step has a geometric interpretation. As x0 lies on the
epipolar line Fx, the two rays back-projected from points x and x0 lie in a common
epipolar plane. This plane is passing the camera centers. Because the two rays are
located on the same plane, they intersect, in this case in a point X . Often the elements
of the X vector are treated as unknowns in a set of equations x = PX and x0 = P0X
and the equation set is solved numerically.
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Extension to Multiple Cameras
We have described the simple two view reconstruction algorithm. [HZ04] also covers
three and more view reconstruction in detail. The theory used in the two view recon-
struction can be extended to multiple views in a straight forward way. Starting with
two views, we reconstruct cameras and 3D points. Then we can add a third camera by
selecting one of the previously computed cameras, and perform two-view reconstruc-
tion. Then the newly computed camera and 3D points should be transformed to the
coordinate system of the two original cameras. In this manner, we can add new views
one-by-one. As the reconstruction error may accumulate, this reconstruction approach
should be considered only as an initial solution for Bundle Adjustment described in
Section 2.4.
2.4 Bundle Adjustment
In previous sections, the basic theory of camera model, projections, and the algorithm
for reconstruction of camera paramters were presented. In this section, we present the
basic Bundle Adjustment (BA) algorithm from [HZ04]. More details can be found in
this book. A software library called Sparse Bundle Adjustment is presented in [LA09].
Imagine a situation, where a set of 3D pointsXj is observed by a set of camera with
projection matrices Pi. The 2D coordinates xij denote point Xj seen by i-th camera.
We want to solve the problem of finding the set of camera matrices Pi and 3D points
Xj such that the following equation is fulfilled:
PiXj = x
i
j (2.22)
The image measurements may be noisy, so the Equation 2.22 may not be fulfilled
precisely. In this case we are interested in the Maximum Likelihood (ML) solution
under the assumption of a Gaussian noise in the measurements. This means, that we
are really interested in estimating projection matrices P^ i and 3D points X^j which
project exactly to the image points x^ij using the projection matrices P^
i and minimize
the image distances between reprojected and detected points:
argmin
P^i;X^j
X
ij
d(P^iX^j ;x
i
j)
2 (2.23)
In the above equation, the d(x;y) is the Euclidean distance between 2D image
points x and y. The procedure of solving the Equation 2.23 is known as bundle ad-
justment. In can be seen as adjusting a bundle of rays between each camera center and
a set of 3D points. The bundle adjustment is used as a final step of a reconstruction
algorithm.
The pre-requisite for this algorithm is a good initial solution. Additionally, the
problem may be the huge number of parameters in the Equation 2.23. For n points and
m views, we have 3n+ 11m parameters - 11 degrees of freedom for each camera, and
3 parameters for a point. When using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to minimize
Equation 2.23, then factoring (or sometimes inverting) of matrices of size (3n+11m)2
is required. For large m and n this becomes very slow or impossible. There are a few
solutions for this problem:
 Reduction of the number of parameters: It is possible to exclude some views or
points or partition the data to subsets, and merge them later.
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 Interleaving the camera and points estimations. First optimize the points while
keeping cameras fixed, then optimize cameras while keeping the points fixed,
and repeat it in a loop.
 Sparse methods. Ready to use open source software library is provided [LA09].
Chapter 3
Review of the State of the Art
Reconstruction Methods
In order to make this thesis complete, in this chapter we present the most interesting
state-of-the-art methods ofMVS reconstruction. At first we present a general taxonomy
of MVS methods. Later we focus on two selected reconstruction algorithms in details.
One of them produces dense point clouds, and the other - triangle meshes.
3.1 Overview and Comparison of MVS algorithms
As the number of different multi-view reconstruction methods is growing and algo-
rithms are being improved, it was necessary to provide benchmark datasets in order to
compare different methods. The first attempt to benchmark MVS methods was made
in [SCD+06], where the authors have provided a set of high quality calibrated images,
that were registered with ground truth 3D models, and proposed an evalutation method-
ology for comparing those methods. They have established the Middlebury Ranking
for MVS and optical flow methods, where other authors can submit their results for
comparison. The MVS methods were categorized according to the following funda-
mental properites:
 Scene representation. Reconstruction algorithms use voxels, level-sets, poly-
gon meshes, depth maps. Sometimes different representations are used in differ-
ent steps of a reconstruction algorithm.
 Photoconsistency measure. There are several methods for measuring a visual
quality of reconstructed surface. Many methods compare pixels in different im-
ages to check the level of correlation. The photoconsistency methods can be de-
fined in screen space and image space. The first type project 3D points, patches
or volume of geometry to two or more images, and check the agreement between
the projections. The second type of photoconsistency measure wraps image from
one viewpoint using the estimated geometry, and predicts a different view. The
predicted view is compared to the measured view.
 Visibility model. There are different approaches to handling visibility. The
geometric approach models the image formation process and uses the shape of a
scene in order to determine which parts of the scene are visible in which images.
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Quasi-geometric techniques use approximate geometric reasoning to estimate
visibility relations. The outlier-based methods treat occlusions as outliers. Some
methods use outlier rejection techniques to select good views.
 Shape prior. In regions, where high frequency textures are not available, the
photoconsistency itself is not sufficient to recover precise geometry. Often the
assumption on the smoothness of a surface is made. Some methods are trying
to reconstruct surfaces with minimal area. Some space carving techniques ex-
tract the maximum area surface by removing non-photoconsistent voxels from
an initial volume.
 Reconstruction algorithm. There are four main classes of reconstruction al-
gorithms. (1) Algorithms from the first class compute a cost function on a 3D
volume, and then extract the surface from this volume. Voxel coloring and its
variants perform a single sweep through the volume, compute a cost function,
and reconstruct voxels with a cost below a threshold. (2) Other algorithms iter-
atively evolve the surface in order to decrease a cost function. Methods of this
class operate on voxels, level sets and surface meshes. (3) There are image-space
methods, that compute depth maps. The depth maps are merged at a later stage
of the algorithm or consistency constraints are enforced during execution of the
algorithm. (4) Algorithms from the last class extract and match a set of features.
After the features are reconstructed in 3D, a surface fitting is performed.
 Initialization requirements. Many space carving variants and level set algo-
rithms depend on a rough bounding box to be provided with a set of calibrated
images. Other algorithms require background separation masks for the input im-
ages in order to reconstruct a visual hull. A disparity range or allowed disparity
values are used in image-space algorithms. In this case, the scene is constrained
to be located in between near and far plane of each camera.
The references to particular methods mentioned above can be found in the original
paper [SCD+06]. In the further sections we first describe a simple reconstruction al-
gorithm. Then we show two of the most interesting methods, one of them being under
the top performing methods from the Middlebury database.
3.2 Simple Reconstruction Algorithm
In Chapter 2 we have introduced a basic reconstruction algorithm. In Section 2.3.4 we
have shown, how to reconstruct a set of 3D points from image correspondences and
camera matrices. The same approach we can apply for a reconstruction of a dense 3D
point cloud. The key problem is to find a large set of image correspondences. After this
step, it is enough to apply a triangulation, in order to obtain points in 3D space. One
of the possibilities of calculating a dense set of correspondences is to use an optical
flow algorithm. The dense optical flow algorithms output a vector field, where for
each pixel in the source image, the corresponding pixel is located in the target image.
The implementation of this reconstruction algorithm is very straight-forward, as many
implementations of optical flow algorithms are available, for example in the OpenCV
library [Bra00]. An example reconstruction from two views using optical flow is shown
in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Simple reconstruction with optical flow.
Often optical flow algorithms cannot output correct correspondences. In low-frequency
areas of images, the number of possibly correct solutions is very large. This leads to a
number of outliers in the 3D point cloud.
There are methods that are using more images, in order to verify and improve the
optical flow solution to some extent. An interesting algorithm, depth map fusion is
introduced in [HZL+11].
3.3 Patch-Based Multi View Stereo
One of the top performers on the Middlebury Database [SCD+06] is the method de-
scribed in [FP10]. The algorithm presented in this paper outputs a dense patch cloud.
In this section, we briefly present this method. The algorithm takes a set of calibrated
images as input, and as output it produces a set of points, normal vectors at that points,
images in which the points are visible, and the image coordinates of the patches. There
are three basic steps of this algorithm:
1. Generation of an initial point cloud.
2. Expansion of the point cloud.
3. Outlier filtering.
The two last steps are repeated three times in order to obtain a dense reconstruction.
The author can recover a triangle surface for the patch cloud, however the reader is
advised to consult the original paper in this matter. In this thesis, we present another
approach for triangle mesh reconstruction in Section 3.4.
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Generation of an Initial Point Cloud
In the first step of the algorithm, all images are divided into a coarse regular grid of
3232 pixels. In each cell, a set of Harris corners and Difference of Gaussians (DoG)
blobs is detected. This is done to obtain an uniform coverage of the image with features.
Detected features are matched along the epipolar lines, and triangulated in order to
obtain a (sparse) set of 3D points. The matching is done in the following way. For each
feature f , a set of corresponding features of the same type is found. This creates several
potential patches in 3D. The potential patches are considered in order of increasing
distance from the optical center of the feature f . The first patch that is photoconsistent
in at least k images is kept, and the rest is discarded. Each patch obtained in this
way is subjected to the optimization routine in order to improve the photoconsistency.
The variables optimized in this process are a patch position and a normal vector. This
procedure gives a stable sparse 3D point cloud. Next, the algorithm iterates over the
expansion and filtering steps described in the next paragraphs.
Expansion of the Point Cloud
For each image, the algorithm creates a regular grid C with cells of size 11 or 22
pixels. Some of the cells are already occupied with patches reconstructed from features,
that project to those cells. The goal of the algorithm is to reconstruct patches that
project to a large number of the cells in order to create a dense model. Some patches
will be incorrect and removed in the filtering step.
The expansion step is used to add new neighbors to existing patches. Two patches
are considered as neighbors when they are stored in adjecent cells of the grid C of the
same image, and have similar tangent planes. If we already have a patch p in the grid
cell, new patches are created in the neighboring cells using the following procedure.
Rays from the optical center passing through empty neighboring cells are shot, and
intersected with a plane defined by the normal vector of the patch p already associated
with the grid. This intersection point is a location of a new patch p0. The normal vector
for that patch is copied from p. Then the new patch is optimized in order to improve
the photoconsistency.
Outlier Filtering
The filtering step is used to enforce visibility consistency and remove wrong matches.
Two fiters are applied. The first one removes patches laying outside of the original
surface. This is done by checking if the patch is occluded by stable patches or is
occluding stable patches. The second filter removes wrong patches that are laying on
the surface, but the photoconsistency cannot be verified in at least a certain number of
images. Iterating over the expansion and filtering steps create dense point clouds of a
high quality.
3.4 Reconstruction with Graph Cuts
In this section, we describe an alternative MVS method presented in [LPK07] and
[HKLP09], that can produce triangle meshes by design. There are four main steps
of the algorithm: (1) semi-dense point cloud generation, (2) match aggregation and
Delaunay triangulation, (3) surface extraction, (4) surface optimization. These steps
are described in the following subsections.
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Figure 3.2: Semi-dense point cloud (left) and one of the input images (right).
Semi-dense Point Cloud Generation
In this method, first the SIFT and DoG features are extracted. The features are matched
along epipolar lines in all matching pairs of images. The false positive matches are
also included, as the method can deal with outliers very well, as it is shown later. The
matches are used to compute a semi-dense point cloud by triangulation. The semi-
dense 3D point produced by our implementation of this algorithm together with one of
the input images is illustrated in Figure 3.2
Match Aggregation and Delaunay Triangulation
In this step, a 3D Delaunay triangulation of a point cloud is performed. It is done in
an incremental way. The authors start by inserting one point into an empty structure.
Points are instrted one by one. Before inserting the next point, the nearest neighbor is
found in the structure. If the differences between the 2D coordinates of the two points
after projection to the respective images are small, the 3D points are merged. In the
other case, the new point is inserted to the Delaunay tetrahedralization. Each point in
the triangulation structure has a list of images it appears in. The lists from aggregated
points are merged together. Usually outliers does not aggregate, so in this case, the
image lists are very short. At the end of this process, the full 3D structure consisting of
tetrahedra (formed by triangles) is prepared for the next step - surface extraction.
Surface Extraction
The surface extraction is done by labeling each tetrahedron as inside or outside. If two
neighboring tetrahedra sharing a triangle have different labels, then the shared triangle
is a part of the surface. The surface extraction algorithm extracts all triangles between
tetrahedra with different labels, as the final mesh.
A globally optimal labeling can be found with a graph cut algorithm. The tetrahe-
dral structure is converted into a graph in the following way. Each tetrahedron becomes
a graph node. The nodes corresponding to tetrahedra that are sharing a triangle are
joined with edges. The graph cut algorithm will operate directly on this graph.
The surface S that is to be reconstructed is an union of triangles between neigh-
boring tetrahedra with different labels. The reconstructed surface should minimize
the energy function consisting of three components - visibility, photoconsistency and
smoothness terms:
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E(S) = Evis(S) + photoEphoto(S) + areaEarea(S) (3.1)
where photo and area are positive weights. Each energy term is implemented in the
graph cut framework.
Graph Cut
In the graph theory, a graph cut is a partition of graph nodes into two disjoint sets. The
size of a cut is the number of edges connecting nodes from different sets (in case of an
unweighted graph) or the sum of weights assigned to those edges.
In flow networks, often the term s-t cut is used. A flow network is a directed and
weighted graph. Each weight describes a capacity of an edge that receives a flow. The
flow network has two special nodes - the source s and the sink t. The flow in the
network originates from the source and is distributed through the edges to the sink.
The s-t cut C = (S; T ) of a network N = (V;E) is a cut of N such that s 2 S and
t 2 T , where s and t are the source and the sink.
The minimum cut problem for graphs is to find the cut of a graph of the smallest
size. A similar problem for flow networks - the maximum flow - is to find flow values
for the edges, that are not exceeding the capacities, and fulfill the flow conservation
principle. The flow conservation principle states that the sum of incoming flows is
equal to the sum of outgoing flows for each node, not counting the source and the sink.
It has been proven already in 1956, that in a flow network, the maximum amount
of flow passing from the source to the sink is equal to the size of the minimum cut of
the flow network. The details about this theorem can be found in [Wik12c]. This is
an interesting finding, because the minimum s-t cut problem can be transformed into
the maximum flow problem. In the paper, the minimum s-t cut problem is solved by a
maximum flow library.
The surface extraction is done by assigning proper weights to the egdes in the tetra-
hedra graph and solving the minimum s-t cut problem. Nodes (tetrahedra) in the source
set are labeled as inside, and nodes in the sink set are labeled as outside. After labeling,
extracting the surface is straightforward. In the following subsections, we describe the
weight assigment corresponding to the energy function components.
Visibility Term
Each 3D point in the Delaunay triangulation has the information, from which images it
has been reconstructed. Some close 3D points reconstructed from different views are
merged, together with the visibility information. The authors use the point visibility
information to establish the global visibility error function.
If a point belongs to a final surface, it should be visible in the corresponding im-
age. As a consequence, all the tetrahedra intersected by a ray from the point to the
corresponding camera center should be labeled as outside.
This observation leads to the following weight assignment. A source node and a
tetrahedron p0 containing a camera center gets a large weight ws;p0 = 1. If a ray
emmited from a 3D point, exiting tetrahedron q1 enters its neighboring tetrahedron p1
through a shared triangle, the weight wp1q1 is set to out. The tetrahedron q2 located
behind the 3D point (in the opposite ray direction) is connected to the source node with
a weight wq2t = in
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The weights for all the rays from all the points to the corresponding cameras are
accumulated in the edges of the tetrahedra graph. Additionally, the edges accumulate
photoconsistency and smoothness terms described below.
Photoconsistency Term
The photoconsistency term Ephoto(S) is a measure how well the surface S matches
different images, in which it can be seen. The surface photoconsistency is an integral
of a photoconsistency measure   0 over the surface S and is defined in the following
way:
Ephoto(S) =
Z
S
dS =
X
T2S
(T )A(T ) (3.2)
where T is a triangle, A(T ) is the triangle area. The photoconsistency is computed
only in images, from which all three vertices were reconstructed.
The mapping of the surface photoconsistency to the graph cut framework is done
as follows. For each pair of tetrahedra (p; q) which share a triangle T, with normal
n pointing from tetrahedron p to tetrahedron q, an edge (p; q) in the graph receives a
weight wpq equal to the photoconsistency  of the triangle T .
Smoothness Term
The smoothness is enforced by minimizing the area of a surface:
Earea(S) =
Z
S
dS =
X
T2S
A(T ) (3.3)
Translation of this energy term to the graph cut framework is done by adding a
weight to each edge, equal to the area of a triangle between a corresponding pair of
neighboring tetrahedra. The contribution of the triangle area is done for the correspon-
ing edges in both directions.
Surface Optimization
Several improvements over the initial graph cut based method [LPK07] were proposed
in [HKLP09]. A denser initial point cloud is computed by using also different types of
features. A photoconsistency criterion based on sum of normalized cross correlations
for different fixed window sizes is used to reduce the number of false matches. The
most important improvement over the previous work is the mesh optimization proce-
dure.
The 3D points of an initial dense point cloud are often not precise, as it would
require to reconstruct them from very precise sub-pixel coordinates of the features.
Additionally the vertex merging can introduce some disturbances to the point positions.
As a consequence, the output mesh is noisy.
The energy function used to optimize the surface is based on the reprojection error.
The reprojection error is the difference between the original photo k and the image
obtained by projecting image k0 to the surface and rendering the surface to the camera
k. This error is summed for all the close camera pairs. Additionally a regularization
term is added in order to enforce surface smoothness.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the original and artificial image. The left image is a pho-
tograph with an alpha mask applied, and the right image is an artificial rendering of a
reconstructed mesh with a reprojected texture from another camera.
The graph cut based surface reconstruction is described in detail in previously men-
tioned publications. The author of this thesis made his own implementation of this
algorithm, and the results are presented in Figure 3.4. This figure shows two example
images, initial meshes obtained by graph cut, and meshes after the optimization. The
original image with an alpha mask applied and an artificial rendering of the final model
with a nearby camera’s image projected onto the surface is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Surface reconstruction. Some of the input images (top row), the recon-
structed mesh (two bottom rows), mesh before optimization (left column), mesh after
optimization (right column).
Chapter 4
Compact Descriptors for Video
Sequence Matching
4.1 Introduction
The challenge in camera calibration is computing camera parameters in large scenes,
where images are unorganized. As the database of images grows, the computational
complexity of finding similar images is becoming a problem. Camera calibration al-
gorithms often consider images as nodes of a graph, where edges encode geometric
similarity between images. This is known as a similarity graph. A naive method of
the similarity graph construction would be to consider all possible pairs. The basic
operation in this case is computing similarity between two images, and a number of
those operations is O(n2). No matter how fast this basic operation is, the large number
of images makes it practically impossible to process the whole set. Efforts of decrease
the number of comparisons exist, but very often there are limitations, like an image
database has to be known in advance, and extending the database with new data is
often not practical. An overview of these efforts is given in Section 4.2.
In this chapter, we present our Compact Similarity Descriptor, that is used for
a quick construction of the similarity graph, and exploits partial organization of the
input data. A basic building block used in our method is a set of images, or a short
video sequence. In this case the image relations within sets are known, or can be
computed efficiently due to limited data size. The work described in this chapter has
been published in [PLS12].
For Internet photo collections of cities, we usually do not have the assumption of
known image relations within small sets, as images often are completely unorganized.
In most of the cases, the coverage of a scene is limited to the most prominent sites,
what is not sufficient to build the whole scene. In this case, the data acquisition for a
full scene must be performed, and during the acquisition, a partial organization of data
can be easily obtained.
During the acquisition of the image data for a city, recording time stamps and GPS
coordinates is sufficient for data pre-organization. With this information, we can parti-
tion the whole data set into smaller subsets depicting the same geometry. The Compact
Similarity Descriptor is used to quickly compute a similarity measure and individ-
ual image relations between different subsets of images. The speed of our algorithm
is comparable to the simple two frame matching algorithm presented in the classical
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SIFT paper ([Low04]).
In this chapter, we often use the term image sequence, however the algorithm does
not assume any ordering of images within one subset. In the case of video sequences,
we work on a subset of key frames with a good contrast and sufficient baseline.
4.2 Related Work
In this section, we present the work that is related to problems commonly encountered
in the preliminary stage of MVS reconstruction - finding matching images. In case of
a large scale reconstruction the number of images required for the scene coverage is
excessive, so using a camcorder to produce video sequences may be desired. In case
of video sequences, most often consecutive frames depict the same geometry, so a lot
of computation can be saved when exploiting this information. However when more
video sequences cover the same geometry, finding similar frames between two different
sequences is no longer given for free. This leads us to research on matching algorithms
for video sequences.
4.2.1 Video Sequence Matching
There have been many approaches used for finding similar video streams ([HHB02],
[KC05], [KP02], [CS08], and others), however in these cases, the frame ordering is a
key factor. This does not fit into our scenario, where a sequence often is an unordered
set of digital photographs mainly used for multi-view stereo reconstruction.
Another approach for finding similar videos, proposed in [YC09], is using an adap-
tive vocabulary tree to index all video frames in a database, and each sequence is treated
as a ”bag of frames”. The authors use global image features in order to reduce mem-
ory and computational requirements. This approach works well in a context of copy
detection, however in our scenario, global descriptors are not desired, as they often
do not detect matching images useful for reconstruction. Additionally, the problem of
matching videos is formulated as local alignment problem, what is not suited to our
scenario.
4.2.2 State-of-the-Art Image Matching Algorithms
SIFT Features
One of the most important approaches for image matching is Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) described in [Low04]. The author comes up with a selection of dis-
tinctive image features, that can be robustly matched with features of another image,
under different scales and rotations. The features are also partially invariant to illumi-
nation changes and changes of 3D camera viewing angles. This is very important for
the task of MVS reconstruction, as we need different camera positions by definition, to
solve the stereo problem. An additional desired property of SIFT features is high dis-
tinctiveness - a single feature can be correctly matched against a large feature database
with a high probability.
The algorithm creates a pyramid of filtered images. In this multi-scale approach,
more expensive operations are executed only in image locations, that pass an initial
test. There are four major steps in the extraction of SIFT features from images:
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1. Scale space extrema detection. In this stage, a difference of Gaussians (DoG)
is computed between all image levels. Potential points of interest are defined as
minima or maxima of the DoG function.
2. Keypoint localization. At each initial location, a model is fit in order to de-
termine location and scale. Locations that are not stable are disregarded from
further computation.
3. Orientation assignment. Local image gradients are used to determine one or
more orientations for each keypoint location. In later steps, all operation on fea-
tures are performed relative to the orientation, scale, and location of the feature.
4. Computation of the keypoint descriptor. First the local image gradients are
computed at selected scales around each keypoint. Then they are transformed
into a robust representation, that allows for local illumination and shape distor-
tions.
The SIFT feature matching algorithm can be thought of as a nearest neighbor search
algorithm. Each SIFT feature is represented as a 128-dimensional vector. Finding
a matching feature turns down to finding the nearest feature in terms of Euclidean
distance. In practice, in order to guarantee an uniqueness of the matching features and
limit the number of false positives, also the second nearest feature is found. The two
nearest neighbors of the query feature have distances d1 and d2. The feature match
acceptance or rejection is based on a ratio d1d2 . The rejection is made, if the ratio is
larger than 0.8.
In order to match two images, it is necessary to extract image features first. Two
feature sets F1 and F2 are obtained. The matching algorithm takes each feature f 2 F1,
and searches for the nearest and the second nearest feature in the set F2. If the distance
ratio criterion is fulfilled, then the match is accepted. A sufficient number of matches
means that the images are potentially matching, however the geometric verification of
feature locations is desirable. The most commonly used approach for nearest neighbor
search uses kd-trees. The Approximate Nearest Neighbor Library (ANN) is used in
different implementations very often.
SURF Features
There were approaches to optimize the speed of SIFT. The Speeded-up Robust Fea-
tures (SURF) algorithm presented in [BETVG08] is an successful attempt to improve
the speed of feature extraction. The SUFT feature extraction algorithm has been also
implemented on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).
The detector is based on the Hessian matrix, in order to detect a blob-like structures
in places, where the determinant of the matrix reaches the maximum. In the compu-
tation of the Hessian matrix, the second order Gaussian derivatives are approximated
with box filters. Box filters can be computed very fast using integral images. Each
entry of the integral image IP(x) for image I , at the location (x; y) is defined by:
IP(x) = ixX
i=0
iyX
j=0
I(i; j) (4.1)
The integral image entry for a pixel x = (x; y) is a sum of all pixel intensities in the
rectangle [0; 0; x; y]. This representation allows for a quick computation of intensity
sums of any rectangular areas, independent of their size.
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There are many open source implementations of SURF, the list can be found in
[Wik12d]. For further details about the algorithm itself, the reader is referred to the
original paper [BETVG08].
Casting Features to Lower Dimensions
SIFT features have been found to be effective and stable in many applications. Unfor-
tunately the descriptor is 128 dimensional. In case of large image databases, this can
account for high storage requirements. For example, storing 10000 SIFT features, re-
quires around 1MB of space per image (8 bits per dimension). Additionally the cost of
nearest neighbor searches is increasing with the number of dimensions [Yia93]. There-
fore, there are several approaches to reduce the feature descriptor dimensionality.
One of the approaches for dimensionality reduction called spectral hashing is de-
scribed in [WTF08]. In the paper, the authors design a compact coding for feature
descriptors, that preserve distance ratios between highly dimensional vectors in space
of reduced dimensionality.
Improvements of the matching speed for high dimensional vectors by casting them
to a space of lower dimension were presented in [RL09]. The authors of this publication
a design mapping from high dimensional vectors to short binary strings. The coding
scheme is mapping close vectors to binary strings with small Hamming distance.
A modification to the original SIFT algorithm termed PCA-SIFT is presented in
[KS04]. The authors use the Principal Component Analysis, a standard technique for
dimensionality reduction ([Jol86]), to reduce the descriptor size of SIFT features. How-
ever, it is not the final descriptor, that is subjected to PCA. The authors modify the last
step of the SIFT algorithm - they replace the SIFT’s smoothed weighted histograms
with vectors obtained by PCA applied to the normalized gradient patches. The original
descriptor dimension (128) is reduced to 36, but instead of using 8 bits per vector entry,
they use 16.
4.2.3 Bag-of-Words Approaches
In Bag-of-Words techniques, the problem of finding similar objects or images in sets
of other images can be recast as a text retrieval problem. It is approached by creating
a visual analogy of a word. In most of the publications, visual words are obtained by
vector quantization of the descriptor vectors.
In text search engines [ZM06], a document is represented as a set of words. The
words are contained in a dictionary. Let’s consider a classical example fromWikipedia
[Wik12a]. We have two text documents, and we want to compute the similarity between
them:
 ”John likes to watch movies. Mary likes too.”
 ”John also likes to watch football games.”
We define a dictionary over those two documents:
 dictionary=f1:’John’, 2:’likes’, 3: ’to’, 4:’watch’, 5:’movies’, 6: ’also’, 7: ’foot-
ball’, 8:’games’, 9:’Mary’, 10:’too’g
This dictionary has 10 words. We can represent the two documents as 10-dimensional
vectors:
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 [1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1]
 [1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0]
Each entry in those vectors is the count of corresponding words from the dictio-
nary. This is called the histogram representation. The similarity measure between two
documents in this representation can be computed using an Euclidean distance.
This representation is employed in Computer Vision, where an image can be treated
as a document. In this case, an image requires a ’word’-based description. Usually this
is done by feature detection, computation of feature descriptors, and creation of a code
book. Then each image is described as a set of code book vectors.
In the next paragraphs, we present state-of-the art methods, on which other image
retrieval methods are based.
The work presented in [SZ03], makes it possible to search and localize user-marked
objects in video sequences. The word-based description relies on two types of features
representing regions of a video.
 Shape Adapted (SA) regions. They are based on ellipses parametrized by a cen-
ter, a shape and a scale. Their scale is computed from a local extremum of a
Laplacian, and shape is computed by maximizing an intensity gradient isotropy
over elliptical regions.
 Maximally Stable (MS) regions. They are constructed by selecting areas from
a watershed image segmentation and represent regions with stationary areas of
variable intensity.
Both types of regions are represented with ellipses. The two types of regions are
used, because they detect two different image areas. The SA regions are centered
around corner-like structures, while the MS regions correspond to blobs of high con-
trast with respect to their surrounding.
For each elliptical region, a 128 dimensional SIFT descriptor is used. This provides
invariance to small shifts in the region positions. Regions are tracked over several
frames, and those that cannot be tracked across at least three frames are discarded.
In order to build a dictionary, about 10% of all video frames were carefully selected.
From those frames, regions were extracted and clustered by the k-means algorithm.
Two types of regions are clustered separately, as they cover different and independent
areas in the video frames. For the clustering, the Mahalanobis distance is used, because
it allows to assign less weight to the noisy components of the SIFT descriptor and to
decorrelate the components.
In the text retrieval methods, each document is represented by a vector of word
frequencies, however a weighting of the components of this vector is often preferred.
The standard weighting is called Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-
IDF), which works as follows. If we have a dictionary of k words, then each vector is
described asVd = (t1; :::tk)T of weighted word frequencies:
ti =
nid
nd
log
N
ni
(4.2)
In this equation, nid is the number of occurrences of word i in document d, nd is
the total number of words in document d, ni is the number of occurrences of term i in
the whole database, andN is the total number of document in the whole database. This
weighting scheme is a product of two terms: the word frequency nid=nd and the inverse
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document frequency log Nni . The first part gives more weight to words occurring more
often in the document, while the second part puts lower weights on words occurring
often in the database.
The retrieval is done by computing a normalized scalar product between a query
vector Vq and all other documents Vd in the database. In the paper [SZ03], the query
vector is defined by visual words contained in a user-selected part of a frame, and other
frames are ranked according to the similarity to this query vector. In order to speed up
the querying process, all visual words are kept in a structure called the inverted file. In
this structure each word has an entry storing all the documents, where it occurs.
Another approach to image search in large databases is presented in [NS06]. This
work is inspired by the work described in [SZ03], however the database organization
is different, as well as an application of the algorithm. Instead of a plain visual word
database, the authors use a vocabulary tree. The local region descriptors are quantized
in a hierarchical manner. This enables to use a larger and more discriminatory vocabu-
lary in an efficient way. As the experiments have shown, a much better retrieval quality
was obtained, when compared to standard methods.
In this approach, a vocabulary tree is constructed in the following way. First, the
whole set of visual words is clustered to k clusters with the traditional k-means algo-
rithm. Then the clustering is recursively applied to each of the visual word clusters.
This procedure is repeated in order to obtain L levels in the hierarchy.
The search is done in the following way. At each level k dot products are per-
formed, giving kL dot products in total. In the experiments, the authors use 6 levels
and 10 clusters at each level. When a query for a single visual word is performed, the
search path down the tree is recorded. The relevance of the query image and a database
image is evaluated by comparing how similar the paths for the feature descriptors are.
The weights assigned to a cluster center on each level are based on the TF-IDF scheme.
The authors demonstrated real time query speeds on an image database of 50 000 CD
covers, and timings around one second were demonstrated on a 1M image database.
4.3 Compact Descriptor and Matching
The key observation is that an image sequence showing the same 3D scene has many
common image features visible in different photographs of the sequence. Due to the
robustness of SIFT, different viewing angles and distances to the scene have a small
influence on SIFT feature descriptors. This fact can be immediately exploited, by using
features occurring multiple times in different images of a sequence, just once.
In the following subsections, we describe our similarity descriptor, the method of
descriptor matching, and the search algorithm for finding individual matching images
among two different image subsets.
4.3.1 Computation of Compact Descriptor
In order to build a descriptor for an image sequence, first, we extract SIFT features
from all images. It is possible to limit the number of features by adjusting the contrast
threshold. This step is optional, however for plain similarity measurement, it may be
worth to limit the input data size for later processing, as it can save computation time
for longer sequences.
All features from all images or key frames in a sequence are collected, and then
clustered with the standard k-means algorithm. With this approach, we exploit the fact
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of having very similar features in many images belonging to the same sequence.
The compact descriptorC is a set of cluster centersCj 2 R128 of all features from
the sequence:
C = fCjgkj=1 (4.3)
The size of the compact descriptor is k  128  sizeof(float), what in most of our
tests gives 2048 kilobytes for 4096 cluster centers.
4.3.2 Computation of Similarity Measure
The similarity measure computation can be reduced to the standard SIFT feature match-
ing algorithm, as presented in the original publication [Low04]. We can do this, be-
cause a cluster center can be considered as a single SIFT feature, that is an average
vector of all features that it represents, in an image subset.
In the original paper, matching of two sets of features is done as follows: for each
feature in the first set, search for the nearest and the second nearest neighbor in the
second set. If the ratio of the first nearest neighbor to the distance to the second nearest
neighbor is less than a threshold t, then the match is accepted. The choice of t = 0:8
was able to eliminate 90 percent of false matches, while discarding less than 5 percent
of correct matches. Directly from the original algorithm, we can deliver the following
similarity measure between two sequences Sa and Sb:
(Sa; Sb) = #fc 2 Cajdist(c;NN1(c;Cb))
dist(c;NN2(c;Cb))
< tg (4.4)
what is just a number of matches between cluster centers of two descriptors.
This simple algorithm has proven to be robust in the case of SIFT image feature
descriptors, however in case of matching k-means centers, the following problem, il-
lustrated in Figure 4.1, may occur. Due to an insufficient amount of centers used in
k-means, one center can represent more than one real cluster of features. A natural
consequence of this fact is, that the k-means center is shifted to a location influenced
by other centers of gravity of real feature clusters. When matching with the k-means
centers from another sequence, the ratio of the first nearest neighbor to the second one
may exceed the threshold, with the consequence of being rejected, despite the fact,
that the real centers of gravity for clusters of features should fulfill the acceptance
condition. In this case, for long sequences with relatively small descriptors, it may
be necessary to relax the original condition in order not to throw away close clusters
that may contain matching features. We have analyzed plots of the distance between
cluster centers together with associated ratios in case of matching and non-matching
d1
d2
Figure 4.1: Example configuration of real feature clusters and k-means centers for two
image sequences, where the original condition for SIFT feature matching (involving
the ratio of d1 and d2) may fail.
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Figure 4.2: Plots of distances and ratios for a matching sequence (left) and non-
matching sequence (right). TheX axis shows match numbers, the continous line repre-
sents match distances, and points spread throughout the plot are ratios associated with
the matches. In the matching case, a large number of ratios is below selected threshold
value 0.5, while in the non-matching case, the majority of ratios is above 0.5.
sequences. It can be clearly seen, that even for close distances, some of the matches
have high ratios. We have obtained a good similarity response with the threshold of 0:5
for the ratio of squared distances to the nearest and the second nearest cluster center.
Plots for exemplary matching and non-matching sequences, are shown in Figure 4.2.
4.3.3 Computation of Image Occurrence Statistics
As the descriptor itself is sufficient for computing the similarity measure, we are also
interested in identifying individual frames that match between image sequences. This
is essential for the following purposes:
 Adding single frames to image sequences for obtaining camera calibration pa-
rameters, with respect to an already calibrated sequence.
 Recognizing 3D points corresponding to 2D feature points for computing trans-
formations between reconstructed 3D sub-models.
 Adding additional constraint for 3D model alignment and loop closure.
In order to efficiently select pairs of matching frames from different subsets of
images, we extend each cluster center Cj of the compact descriptor with a set Dj :
Dj = fIigki=1 (4.5)
where Ii is the image number that fulfills the following condition:
9f2Ejf 2 Fi (4.6)
where Ej is a set of image features associated with Cj , and Fi is a set of features
associated with image Ii.
In practice, the computation of sets Dj is done by gathering features associated
with centerCj and constructing the set of images, from where the features came from.
This can be done in the last iteration of the k-means algorithm.
4.3.4 Computation of Matching Frames
Matching frames are computed from the image statistics described in the previous
subsection. During the similarity computation, for each k-means center c1i in the
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Algorithm 1 Computation of Matching Frames
function COMPUTEIMAGEMATCHES(M , S1, D1, S2, D2, cnt)
n number of images in S1
m number of images in S2
allocate array A of size nm, set to zeros
for i = 1! jM j do
(c1; c2; d; r) i-th 4-tuple ofM
for all d1 2 D1c1 do
for all d2 2 D2c2 do
pok  P (match(d1; d2)jd; r)
pnok  P (no-match(d1; d2)jd; r)
if pok > pnok then
A[d1][d2] A[d1][d2] + 1
end if
end for
end for
end for
return f(u1i ; u2i )jA[u1i ][u2i ]is i-th largest element of Agcnti=1
end function
first sequence, we have computed the nearest (c2i ) and second nearest correspond-
ing cluster center from another image sequence, obtaining a set of matches M =
f(c1i ; c2i ; di; ri)gui=1, where di is the distance to the nearest center, and ri is the ratio of
squared distances to the nearest and the second nearest cluster center.
The computation of matching images between sequences S1 and S2 with corre-
sponding descriptorsD1,D2, whose elements are defined in Equation 4.5, is shown in
Algorithm 1.
The idea behind this algorithm is as follows. When we have two matching cluster
centers from different image sequences, there is a probability that the images associ-
ated with the first center are matching to the images associated with the second center,
because they may have at least one common feature. Therefore, we consider all pos-
sible image pairs from the two matching centers, and apply a voting mechanism using
the array A. Each pair increases an entry in this array depending on probability cal-
culations detailed below. When we consider all matching cluster centers, the voting
scheme will cause the most probable matching image pairs to emerge.
The probability function P, describes how probable it is that two images from cor-
responding cluster centers can be matched together. According to the Bayesian theory,
this function can be expressed as
P (match(I1; I2)jd; r) = p(d; rjmatch(I1; I2))  P (match(I1; I2))
p(d; r)
(4.7)
where the evidence p(d; r) is just a scaling factor, that can be omitted in the Bayesian
decision rule. As the prior probability P (match(d1; d2)) is unknown, at this point we
need to assume it equal with P (no-match(d1; d2)). The simplified decision rule now
depends only on the likelihoods p(d; rj!), where ! is the matching and non-matching
class. In order to estimate those two density functions p(d; rj!), the idea that imme-
diately comes to a mind is to use a standard technique from statistics - kernel density
estimation. It would be required to gather a lot of data about distances and ratios of
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matching and non-matching pairs, and estimate the probability density directly from
this data. However, we used instead an extremely simplifying but effective approxima-
tion:
p(d; rjmatch(I1; I2)) =
(
2; r 2 (0; 12 ]
0; r =2 (0; 12 ]
(4.8)
According to the above formula, the decision about considering a possible image
pair as matching, in practice turns down to checking, if the ratio associated with match-
ing k-means centers falls into the interval (0; 12 ]. The choice of the interval is directly
connected to the sequence matching threshold for k-means centers, as described in
Section 4.3.2. This simple approximation would not be sufficient for a correct decision
when a single image pair associated with two matching clusters is taken into consider-
ation, however when used in the voting scheme, it provides stable results.
We remove the most frequently occurring image pair from the array A. This helps
to filter out false positives from the query response in the context of image search
databases, as it is suggested in [CPS+07] and supported by our experiments. We do
not check the geometric configuration of features within the images. This simplification
can limit the accuracy of the algorithm, however any false positives are detected in the
later stage of feature matching between proposed matching image pairs.
4.4 Results
We have tested our compact descriptor on many datasets. Example datasets are shown
in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 (a). In the same Figures (b), we show examples of matching
pairs. Pairs containing repeating images from two sequences have been omitted for
space saving reasons, and the most highly ranked pairs are shown. The resolution of
images used in experiments is 10 megapixels, From each image, we use 1000 features
with the highest contrast. Features are gathered and clustered to the descriptor size of
4096 k-means centers.
The time required for image sequence matching is comparable to SIFT feature
matching between two images, and on a single core of an Intel Core Quad Q9300 run-
ning at 2.5 GHz, is approximately 5 seconds. No optimization or parallelization of the
image sequence matching code has been performed yet. The creation of compact de-
scriptors can be done nearly as fast as SIFT feature extraction, for the tested sequences
of 45 images, it takes approximately 223 seconds (4 threads). In our experiments, we
use the maximum of 32 k-means iterations. The descriptor creation time is much longer
than the matching time, however it is created just once, and it is reused many times in
the course of large scale reconstruction.
False positive matches are ranked low, and they have never appeared in the first 16
matching pairs used for assembling a final 3D model. However, if any false positive
matches appeared, they would be discarded in the later stage of geometric verification
of the reconstruction algorithm.
The algorithm for similarity descriptor matching has been proven in creating cor-
rect similarity graphs between image sequences used to merge reconstructed 3D sub-
models.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Image matching results for Tue1 dataset. Two sequences are shown on (a),
and example matching pairs on (b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4: Image matching results for Wro3 dataset. Two sequences are shown on (a),
and example matching pairs on (b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Image matching results for Tue2 dataset consisting of two 45 image se-
quences. Two sequences are shown on (a), and example matching pairs on (b).
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4.5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a novel approach for video sequence matching using compact de-
scriptors. The speed of our algorithm in matching two video sequences can be com-
pared to the speed of the standard SIFT feature algorithm for two images. We have
successfully used the described descriptors in the context of large scale reconstruction.
In the future work, we would like to address the following issues:
 In addition to the selection of individual matching images, we will work on ex-
tending the algorithm to output individual features that match in the selected
images. This would require checking individual features contained in corre-
sponding k-means clusters.
 Wewill work on an improved and still fast probability density function and prob-
ability integration instead of the simple voting scheme. However the estimate in
Equation 4.8 provides stable results, and does practically not contribute to the
total matching time.
Chapter 5
Large Scale Reconstruction
5.1 Overview
In this chapter, we describe our large scale reconstruction approach. This work has
been published in [PS12].
The input for the algorithm is a set of sub-models, created from smaller sets of cali-
brated images, together with compact descriptors described in Chapter 4. Additionally,
the GPS information can be used in order to speed up the computation. As output, the
algorithm computes a set of transformation matrices, that are used to bring sub-models
to the common coordinate system. All sub-models transformed by their corresponding
matrices form a single large model.
The interesting property of the proposed approach is the possibility of incremental
construction of the final composite model. It is not necessary to collect all the data at
the beginning. The data collection, camera calibration, and computation of 3D sub-
models can be performed by many users in an independent way. Furthermore, adding
new sub-models can improve overall reconstruction quality by providing more stable
paths in the similarity graph.
Since the quality of 3D sub-models may vary depending on the quality and quantity
of input images, photographed scenes, and the algorithm used in small scale reconstruc-
tion, the approach is constructed in a way, that operations in 3D space are postponed to
the latest stages of the algorithm. The overview of the method is as follows:
1. Computation of compact descriptors for sub-models. The descriptors are com-
puted from input image sequences of sub-models. They are described and eval-
uated in Chapter 4.
2. Camera calibration for image sequences. This step produces a set of camera
parameters, and a sparse 3D point cloud, representing the structure of the sub-
reconstruction. This is done with a standard open source software - Bundler -
that is capable of calibration of relatively small image sequences.
3. Building a similarity graph for sub-models. The nodes of the similarity graph are
image sub-sequences. Edges of the graph are connecting nodes, that have images
of common scene geometry. Edges are constructed by executing a compact de-
scriptor comparison function between pairs of sub-sequences with overlapping
GPS bounding boxes.
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4. Computation of transformation matrices between sparse point clouds of sub-
models that have a connection in the similarity graph. We use a RANSAC
approach, and try to select a subset of matching 3D points that minimizes the
overall sum of distances of all matching points.
5. Global-error driven minimum spanning tree construction (GED-MST). The GED-
MST is used to compute transformations of sub-models to the global coordinate
system. The tree construction algorithm is aware of a global fitting error, and
tries to compute the best initial solution, that is improved during the course of
the optimization in the next stage.
6. Large scale global bundle adjustment. Local camera calibration (within sub-
sequences) has already been performed, but as more sequences are available,
some adjustments of camera parameters and sparse point clouds may be required
in order to obtain better photo-consistency in a final model. We show, how this
can be done on a large scale, in the global coordinate system, by optimization of
transformation matrices.
7. Reconstruction of sub-models in order to obtain dense point clouds. In the pre-
vious steps, we have computed and optimized transformations to the global co-
ordinate system. When dense point clouds are available, then they can be trans-
formed with these matrices, as the dense reconstruction is matching the sparse
point cloud geometry.
In the following subsection, we present related work in the area of large scale recon-
struction, and we describe the steps of our large scale reconstruction algorithm in detail.
5.2 Related Work
The pre-requisite for large scale reconstruction of scenes from images, is camera cal-
ibration, that for large amounts of data, has to be solved efficiently. In this section,
we present the state-of-the-art methods of camera calibration and multi-view stereo
reconstruction of large scenes.
5.2.1 Photo Tourism
One of the first large scale approaches to camera calibration is described in [SSS06]
and [SSS08], where the authors present the system called Photo Tourism, that allows to
navigate through large photo collections in 3D space. The system also renders a sparse
point cloud representing the scene geometry, and the user can explore the environment
by clicking the image frames of nearby views. Smooth transitions between photographs
are achieved with morphing techniques. The browsing capabilities of the system are
rather a byproduct of the core functionality - camera calibration for large image sets.
The overview of the method presented in this sub-section is as follows. First image
features are extracted. The features are then matched between image pairs. Then they
run a robust, iterative Structure-from-Motion (SfM) procedure to compute the camera
parameters. As the SfM can compute only relative positions for each camera, the abso-
lute coordinates (latitude and longitude) are determined using an interactive registration
procedure with an overhead map.
First from each photograph a set of SIFT features is extracted. For each pair of
images I ,J , a feature matching algorithm is executed. The matching is done using the
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approximate nearest neighbor library (ANN), where a kd-tree is built for the image J .
Each feature descriptor from image I is queried for the nearest and the second nearest
neighbor using the kd-tree constructed for features of J . The two nearest neighbors
have distances d1 and d2. The authors accept the match, if d1d2 < 0:6.
When a sufficient number of matches is found between image pairs I and J , then
the fundamental matrix is estimated. The authors use a RANSAC based algorithm,
where in each iteration they compute a candidate fundamental matrix using the 8-
point algorithm [HZ04]. The fundamental matrix is then refined using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. Matches that are outliers with respect to the fundamental matrix,
are removed. If the number of remaining matches is less than twenty, the image pair
(I; J) is considered as non-matching. Additionally, matching features are connected
into tracks across multiple images. If a track contains a keypoint in the same image, it
is discarded. The next step is to create an image connectivity graph, where images are
treated as nodes, and an edge is connecting matching images.
The camera calibration procedure operates on the image connectivity graph. First,
just a single pair of images is used to compute camera parameters with the five point
algorithm. Tracks are triangulated in order to obtain 3D points from 2D keypoints. A
bundle adjustment is done to improve the 3D points and the camera parameters. In the
next step, a new camera is added to the optimization. The model is kept fixed, and only
the new camera with its points is optimized. After this step a global bundle adjustment
is performed. The procedure is repeated by adding new cameras, one by one. Several
speed improvements are described for this procedure, for details, the reader is referred
to the original publication [SSS08].
The downside of this algorithm is the computational complexity of the image rela-
tion graph construction. If we consider matching of two images as a basic operation,
the algorithm is running in O(n2) time for n images. Fortunately, the patience at the
preprocessing step is rewarded with a great browsing experience.
This system works for sets of unorganized images, however in case of video se-
quences, it is possible to build the image relation graph in much better time, as it is not
necessary to consider all possible pairs.
5.2.2 Skeletal Graphs
In the paper [SSS], an improvement over the approach described in [SSS06] and [SSS08]
is presented. As the global optimization of all camera parameters together with a large
number of points is time consuming, in the proposed approach, only a meaningful sub-
set of all images is reconstructed and optimized. This subset is called a skeletal graph,
and it is selected carefully to capture the whole scene, and provide stable reconstruc-
tion. Once, the cameras and 3D points for the skeletal set are computed, the rest of
the images is added to the model. In the rest of this sub-section, we will describe the
procedure in more detail.
The quality of reconstruction can be described by completness and accuracy. If
only the two properties are of consideration, then all the images in the data set should
be used. However in case of very large image collections, the efficiency is an important
factor. At sufficiently large data sets, the computational complexity of reconstruction
algorithms may cause the whole reconstruction operation to be impractical. In Internet
photo collections, there are many redundant images that do not contribute additional
meaningful information to the reconstruction, but also there can exist some rare im-
ages, that are important. The identification of a small set of important images can help
in much quicker reconstruction of the scene. The skeletal set can be used for a recon-
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struction that is an approximation of the full solution. This approximation can be used
as a starting point for full bundle adjustment in order to improve the quality.
The approach presented in this paper starts with a full image relation graph GI ,
where each pair of matching images is connected, and removes edges in order to re-
duce the number of parameters to optimize in the bundle adjustment step. There is a
trade-off between speed and quality of reconstruction. The more edges are removed,
the faster the algorithm becomes, but the quality can be degraded. This trade-off is
expressed by a parameter t, called the stretch factor. The skeletal graph problem can
be solved by finding the subgraphGS ofGI with the maximum number of leaves, with
the constraint, that the shortest distance between a pair of cameras (P;Q) in GS is at
most t times longer that the shortest distance between the same images in GI . The
subgraph with this property is called t-spanner, and the task is to find a t-spanner with
a maximum number of leaves. The details of this work are out of scope of this thesis,
and they can be found in the original paper [SSS].
The speed-ups achieved by this approach, are from two to around fifty times faster
(depending on the data set) than the original full bundle adjustment. The assumption
in this work is, that the initial relation image graph has been already computed, what
as mentioned before can be time consuming.
5.2.3 Parallel Approach to Camera Calibration
One of the first approaches for the full reconstruction pipeline - from image matching
to camera calibration and bundle adjustment - is presented in [AFS+10]. The work
is based on previous attempts [SSS06], [SSS08], [SSS] of the large scale camera cal-
ibration. In this section, we describe how the authors parallelize the state-of-the-art
algorithms in order to perform the reconstruction in much shorter time. In this way, it
was possible to reconstruct a model consisting of 150K images in less than 24 hours
using a cluster with 500 computing cores. The major parts of the processing pipeline
are: (1) pre-processing, (2) matching, and (3) geometric estimation. In the following
paragraphs, we briefly describe this approach.
The images are located on a central storage. All nodes request and process the
images. The processing includes extracting EXIF tags, recording the focal length,
downsampling to 2MP, converting to gray-scale, and finally extracting the SIFT fea-
tures. This task is automatically load-balanced. The full set of processed images is
partitioned into disjoint subsets, one for each node. Each node operates on its own
subset in the later processing stages.
In the image matching stage, the previous approach from [SSS06] and [SSS08] is
no longer followed. This is motivated by the fact, that the computational complexity of
the exhaustive matching algorithm is not practical for a big collection of images, and
additionally, the majority of pairs do not match. The chosen solution is based on recent
work on object retrieval [SZ03], [NS06], [CPS+07], [SBS07]. For a query image,
first a set of possible matching images is determined with a fast algorithm based on
vocabulary trees, and then detailed feature matching is performed in order to discard
any false positives. Each node builds a k-means tree in order to quantize all the features
of images associated with this node. This quantizations are aggregated over all features
contained in an image to compute the term frequency (TF) for the image, and the
document frequency (DF) vector for a set of images. The document frequencies are
broadcasted, and each node builds a single vector of DFs from all computing nodes.
Each node normalizes its TF vectors in order to obtain the TFIDF (term frequency
inverse document frequency) matrix. Per-node TFIDF matrices are broadcasted in the
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cluster. In this way, each node can calculate the inner product between its own TFIDF
vectors and a global TFIDF vectors. In can be seen as a distributed product of the matrix
of TFIDF vectors by itself, where each node computes the block of rows corresponding
to the set of images associated with this node. The query set of images is the same as
the database, and it is not available in the stage, where features are being encoded.
Thus, another matrix multiplication stage is required in order to find the best matching
set of images. Vocabulary trees are described in more detail in the related work section
of Chapter 4.
As the vocabulary tree methods return sometimes false positives, and do not check
the geometric configuration of the features, the next step is to verify the match pro-
posals precisely. The goal is to perform parallel image matching while minimizing the
number of network transfers. The master node has a list of images assigned to each
node. When a node requests for a job package, the master node runs through the im-
age list, and adds image pairs to the job package, if the pairs do not require network
transfers. When the job package is full, it is transferred to the node requesting a task.
A node performs two step verification. First, standard feature matching is done, and
when it succeeds, the essential or fundamental matrix is computed. When this step is
completed successfully, then images get connected in the image relation graph. At the
end of the stage, the graph may not be dense enough to provide a good reconstruction,
the next step is to merge the connected components. Additionally query expansion is
performed to find even more potential matching candidates.
The last step of the image matching procedure is to combine all the information in
order to generate consistent feature tracks across images. Each node generates tracks
from the locally available data. Local feature graphs are then broadcasted to all the
nodes, and merged using shared features. At this stage, all required data for camera
calibration and bundle adjustment is present.
The skeletal graph algorithm [SSS] is then performed in order to reduce the graph,
and improve the bundle adjustment speed. One of the best publicly available software
packages for sparse bundle adjustment is [LA09]. The performance is achieved with
so called Schur complement trick to reduce the size of the system of linear equations
[TMHF00] that has to be solved in each optimization step. The work described in
[AFS+10] further improves the performance of the bundle adjustment algorithm.
The parallel approach described in this section can perform sparse reconstruction
and camera calibration on the cluster with 500 processors in 21 hours for the Rome
dataset (150 000 images) and in 65 hours for the Venice dataset (250 000 images).
5.2.4 Efficient Image Relation Graph Construction
Further improvements over the work [AFS+10] have been done in the paper ’Building
Rome on a Cloudless Day’ ([FFGG+10]). The approach presented in this work aims
at 3D reconstruction from unorganized photo collections with about 3 millions images,
within one day, on a single PC. The computer used in the reconstruction is however
quite powerful - dual Intel quad core Xeon 3.33 GHz, four NVidia 295GTX graphics
cards, 48 GB RAM, and 1 TB SSD hard disk. This approach is 100 times faster on 10
times bigger datasets, when compared to the method described in [AFS+10]. In this
section, we describe this work in more details.
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Appearance-based clustering with small codes
In this step, for each image, a GIST feature [OT01] is extracted, and concatenated with
extremely downsampled versions of this image. Descriptors obtained in this way, are
casted to compact binary strings using a locality sensitive scheme ([RL09], [TFW08]).
Then the clustering based on the Hamming distance of binary features is performed.
The clustering is done on the GPU using the k-medoid algorithm [KR90]. In the k-
medoid algorithm an existing feature is used as the cluster center. In the standard
k-means, usually the cluster center is represented as the center of gravity of the cluster.
With this approach, the initial relations between images can be computed in a short
time, however this is not yet sufficient for the 3D reconstruction.
Geometric cluster verification
In this step, in each cluster, a ’core’ set of images with a mutually consistent epipolar
geometry is computed. This is done with a fast RANSAC method [RFP08]. All other
cluster images are checked for matching to the ’core’ set, and removed, in case of an
inconsistency. From each cluster, a single representative image is selected and used as
an iconic view. As sometimes the GPS coordinates are recorded in the images, it was
possible to geo-locate more that 50% of the clusters for a tested data set.
Local iconic scene graph reconstruction
The vocabulary tree algorithm is used to find similar iconic views [NS06]. The GPS
data is used to exclude distant images from consideration. In order to prune false posi-
tives from the image similarity graph, a geometric verification is performed. Geometric
verification is based on matching SIFT features on the GPU. Then the fundamental ma-
trix is computed for each pair. The fundamental matrix is used for further verification
of matching images. This step leads to a set of local iconic graphs, which are extended
with additional views from the iconic clusters. In each local iconic graph, a sparse
bundle adjustment is performed. After this step the image relation graph together with
camera calibration and sparse point cloud is obtained.
Computation of dense model
Once the image similarity graph is created, the cameras are calibrated, a dense 3D
reconstruction is performed. The GPU implementation of 2.5D surface reconstruction
algorithm is used for this purpose [GFP10].
5.2.5 Other Approaches for Camera Calibration
In the paper [SKZ99], a hierarchical bundle adjustment for video sequences is pro-
posed. First, a long sequence is divided into shorter segments, where feature points can
be tracked reliably. The 3D structure is reconstructed for each segment. Then from all
segments, a small number of ’virtual key frames’ is extracted, and the global bundle
adjustment is done on those frames. This method provides a significant speed-up over
standard bundle adjustment methods.
In the paper [MLD+06], the authors claim, that matching a new frame to a number
of previous frames and performing a bundle adjustment over a ’window’ of number of
frames is sufficient to obtain results, that are comparable with the standard hierarchical
bundle adjustment described in [SKZ99].
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5.3 Similarity Graph for Sub-models
In order to proceed with the large scale algorithm description we need a formal defini-
tion of a sub-model:
Definition 1. We define a sub-model as a set
S = (I; C; P ) (5.1)
where I = fi1; :::; ikg is the set of k images, C = fc1; :::; ckg is a set of k cameras,
P = fp1; :::; png is a sparse point cloud. Each sparse point cloud element pi is defined
as a set
fx; y; z; (i1; f1); :::; (iu; fu)g
containing 3D coordinates x; y; z, and pointers (ij ; fj) to SIFT features, to which it
can be projected to. Each pointer to a SIFT feature contains image and feature number.
The large scale reconstruction algorithm relies on an overlap between sub-models.
In order to enforce a good fitting between sub-models, we need to know their degrees
of overlap. As the number of sub-models can be very large, even with a quick similarity
evaluation between compact descriptors, the total number of pairs grows quadratically.
For faster processing, we use GPS bounding boxes in order to consider sub-models
located within certain proximity.
We construct a weighted graph G = (V;E;w), where V is the set of sub-models
defined by image sequences, E is the set of edges, and w is the set of edge weights.
An edge belongs to the graph, only when there is an overlap in geometry captured by
some images of two sub-models. The edge weights are the similarity values resulting
from the compact descriptor comparison. This graph can be constructed incrementally,
and is sparse by definition. For each node, we limit the number of neighbors to three.
If a new node is inserted to the graph, some edges may be replaced with new ones,
with a better similarity value. Limiting the number of edges has a great impact on the
performance of the next steps of the algorithm (described in Section 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6),
while keeping enough constraints to enforce a good global fitting. If the loop closure
is considered as important, the edge selection may prefer to keep weak edges that are
parts of cycles in the graph over stronger ones that have some degree of redundancy.
5.4 RANSAC-based Model Matching
In this section, we describe our algorithm for computing a transformation matrix be-
tween two sparse point clouds of sub-models.
There are many methods for computing a transformation matrix between two sur-
face models. Some of the methods most widely used for similar problems are the
Iterative Closest Point algorithms ([RL01]). The algorithms of this type can align two
geometric models provided that an initial estimate of the transformation is known. The
initial transformation can be specified manually or computed by a feature matching
algorithm. A general idea is to define an error function, that depends on the param-
eters of the transformation, and use it in an optimization algorithm. In this case, the
error function depends on a distance of a point to a surface, and this quantity is min-
imized for all points. This method is robust and used mainly in registration of laser
scans. Unfortunately, in our case, we have no notion of a surface at this stage of the
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large scale reconstruction algorithm. Of course, we could use dense reconstructions of
sub-models, however the ICP algorithm will not be as robust, as in the case of laser
scans, because reconstructions may be imprecise and incomplete. The only data we
use at this stage, are the sparse point clouds of the sub-models, where often it is not
possible to define any surface at all. However, the points can be considered stable,
because the camera reconstruction algorithm effectively filters outliers and optimizes
point positions.
RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) is an iterative method of parameter esti-
mation of mathematical models, where a small sample of data is assumed to contain
inliers only, and is used to compute a hypothesis for a model. The hypothesis is then
verified with all the data points, returning a value (known as a score) that describes,
how well the hypothesis explains the data. Iterating over small random samples of data
helps to select the hypothesis with the best score, that explains the data in the most
precise way. We have developed a RANSAC based algorithm, that can compute the
transformation matrix between sub-models, and is robust with regard to false positive
matches.
We need an algorithm that can estimate the transformation between sub-models
and can handle some false positive matches. As we know sparse point clouds of two
sub-models, and we can select matching images between sub-models with our com-
pact descriptors, we can perform feature matching on the selected images. Since image
features are linked to 3D points, we have correspondences between 3D points, how-
ever some of them may be false positive matches, as we rely on the SIFT matching
algorithm.
When overlapping of two sub-models Si and Sj has been confirmed by our compact
descriptor matching routine, we can proceed with the computation of the transforma-
tion matrix using Algorithm 2. As input, the algorithm takes two sub-models and a
structure
Mij = f(i1; f1; p1); (i2; f2; p2)gnk=1 (5.2)
containing probable matches between the sub-model image features. Each element
of M contains references to matching SIFT features (image i and feature number f )
and 3D points p in the local coordinate systems of Si and Sj associated with these
features. The algorithm computes transformation matrix Ti;j , used to transform the
sparse point cloud geometry of Si to the coordinate system of Sj .
In the algorithm, we draw random matches from the set of matches Mij . As the
speed of the algorithm depends on the number of iterations, we need to make sure, that
we select random subsets of matching 3D points, that do not contain outliers. Then,
we can avoid computing a score for a wrong transformation. A quick heuristic used to
eliminate potential outliers is presented in the function ’RandomPoints’ in Algorithm
2. The function selects point matches in groups of three. Three selected points form
two matching triangles in two sub-models. If there is a wrong match, then the two
triangles will not have a similar shape. We check this by computing ratios of edges for
each triangle. If the ratios are not similar, then the three selected matching points are
discarded, and the algorithm proceeds to select the next three random elements. As the
three matching points are not sufficient to compute a robust transformation, we select
a larger number of points, usually in order of 100-200.
When we have selected a set of 100-200 matching points, we need to find a trans-
formation matrix, that transforms those points from the first sub-model to the corre-
sponding points in the second model. In order to obtain the matrixT, we need to solve
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the following equation set: 8><>:
T(p1) = q1
:::
T(pn) = qn
(5.3)
where (pi; qi) is a pair of matching 3D points. As the 3D points come from camera
calibration, the positions of the points can be slightly distorted. In practice, this turns
down to the solution of the following minimization problem:
argmin
t2R12
(jAt  bj) (5.4)
where t 2 R12 is a vector of transformation coefficients from matrix T, A and b are
matrix and vector created on basis of equation set 5.3. In the full matrix form, it can be
written as:
argmin
t2R12
abs
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(5.5)
The minimization of the above function can be performed with Singular Value De-
composition (SVD) method.
One important issue worth mentioning is the ’ComputeTransformationScore’ func-
tion of Algorithm 2, where the set of matching 3D points is sorted, but only half of it
is contributing to the final score. The idea behind this is that the set Mij may contain
wrong matches. This is caused by the SIFT matching algorithm, that does not take into
account the geometry of matched features, just their local descriptors. False matches
may cause the corresponding 3D points to be separated with long distances. We do not
want these false matches to be included in the scoring function. Considering only the
first half of the sorted set Mij has turned out to be an effective method for removing
outliers from further consideration, while considering a sufficient number of distances
to provide stable scoring results. The alternative method used in our system is to com-
pute the first quartile q1 of distances, and include in the final score only the distances
that are not greater than 3q1.
We apply Algorithm 2 to each pair of sub-models Si and Sj , that are connected
in the graph G, and associate the computed matrix Ti;j with the corresponding edge
(i; j). We also compute T 1i;j , and associate it with edge (j; i).
5.5 Large Scale Calibration of Extrinsic Parameters
In the previous section, we have shown how to compute transformation matrices be-
tween adjacent nodes in the similarity graph. This allows us to transform one sub-
model to the local coordinate system of the other model. However we would like to
find a global coordinate system that is common for all the sub-models. This will allow
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Algorithm 2 Transformation Matrix Computation with RANSAC
function COMPUTETRANSFORMATION(Submodel Si, Submodel Sj , MatchesM )
sbest  big number
Tbest  ;
for i = 1! max iters do
index set RANDOMPOINTS(M ,n);
T  COMPUTETRANSFORMATIONMATRIX(M ,index set)
s COMPUTETRANSFORMATIONSCORE(M ,index set);
if s < sbest then
Tbest  T
end if
end for
return Tbest
end function
function RANDOMPOINTS(MatchesM , count)
index set ;
while jindex setj < count do
a random indexmod jM j
b random indexmod jM j
c random indexmod jM j
d11  kM [a]:p1  M [b]:p1k d12  kM [b]:p1  M [c]:p1k
d13  kM [c]:p1  M [a]:p1k
d21  kM [a]:p2  M [b]:p2k d22  kM [b]:p2  M [c]:p2k
d22  kM [c]:p2  M [a]:p2k
r11  d11=d12 r12  d12=d13 r13  d13=d11
r21  d21=d22 r22  d22=d23 r23  d23=d21
if r11  r21 ^ r12  r22 ^ r13  r23 then
index set index set [fa; b; cg
end if
end while
return index set;
end function
function COMPUTETRANSFORMATIONMATRIX(MatchesM , index set)
n jindex setj
Solve the following set of equations to compute transformation T:8><>:
T(M [index set[1]]:p1) = M [index set[1]]:p2
:::
T(M [index set[n]]:p1) = M [index set[n]]:p2
return T
end function
function COMPUTETRANSFORMATIONSCORE(MatchesM , Matrix T, index set)
for i = 1! jindex setj do
p1  M [index set[i]:p1]
p2  T(M [index set[i]:p2])
d kp1   p2k
distances[i] d
end for
sort(distances)
score 0
for i = 1! jindex setj=2 do
score = score+ distances[i]
end for
return score
end function
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Figure 5.1: The Similarity Graph. Shortest path from the node S4 to the root node S0
is drawn in red color.
us not only to merge sub-models to a single, large model, but also to recover global
extrinsic camera parameters - positions and rotations in the global coordinate system.
In this section we describe a number of approaches, that can be used for comput-
ing initial transformation matrices for sub-models in order to assemble a larger model
in the global coordinate system. Most of the methods presented here rely on graph
algorithms.
In this chapter, we assume to work on the largest connected componentG = (V;E)
of the similarity graph.
5.5.1 Dijkstra’s Algorithm
The most simple solution for this problem is to select one node of the graph, and use the
coordinate system of the sub-model associated with this node as the global coordinate
system. In order to compute transformation matrices for other sub-models, it is required
to compute paths to the selected node, and multiply transformation matrices along the
paths.
The simple approach is based on the classical Dijkstra’s algorithm described in
[Wik12b]. The purpose of the algorithm is to find a shortest path from each node to the
selected node. The path length is defined as sum of the edge weights on the path. As
the edge weights, we use the output of the error function 5.10. The root node is chosen
randomly.
The computation of the global coordinate system transformation matrices for the
example similarity graph is shown in Figure 5.1. The sub-model S0 is selected as the
root node. The global coordinate system is the coordinate system of the root node. In
order to compute the global transformation matrix for the node S4, the shortest path
to the root node must be found (drawn in red color). We compute T4, the global
coordinate system transformation matrix for sub-model S4, by multiplying matrices on
the shortest path to the root node:
T4 = (T42 T21) T10 (5.6)
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We repeat this process for every node in the similarity graph. The set of global
coordinate transformation matrices is the initial solution for building a large composite
model from sub-reconstructions.
This simple approach however very often will not give the optimal solution. It is
possible that an edge containing a transformation matrix, that could not be precisely
estimated, will occur in many paths. During matrix multiplication, this matrix will
influence the overall error, causing imprecise fitting of sub-models. The situation, that
is common to any choice of the global coordinate system and paths in the graph, is an
error accumulation along the path, during matrix multiplication. Unfortunately, in the
case of small overlap of sub-models or an insufficient number of input photographs,
the transformation matrix cannot be estimated with high precision.
The computational complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm isO(jEj+jV j log jV j), what
is an advanage, since it can be used in larger scenarios. The theoretical result of the
implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm running in O(jEj + jV j log jV jlog log jV j ) is presented in
[FW94], however due to the large constant, the algorithm is not practical.
5.5.2 Minimum Spanning Tree
Our experiments have shown, that the final fitting error is proportional to the length
of all paths to the root node. Dijkstra’s algorithm does not guarantee that the tree
consisting of shortest paths contains the minimum number of edges.
The spanning tree (ST) of a connected, undirected graph, is a subgraph that is a
tree and connects all the vertices together. The minimum spanning tree (MST) is the
tree with the smallest sum of edge weights. For computing transformation matrices,
such a tree is desired, as the number of matrix multiplications is minimized, what helps
to reduce the error accumulation along the paths. The fastest MST algorithm from the
theoretical point of view is presented in [FW94]. It can run in O(jEj), however it is
impractical due to a large constant hidden in theO notation. There are many algorithms
that can be used to compute the MST. The survey [BH01] presents an overview of
these methods. Some of the methods reviewed in their work can build MSTs in times
O(jEj log jV j), O(jEj+ jV j log jV j), and O(jEj log log jV j).
TheMST algorithms can minimize the total number of matrix multiplications along
the paths, however it may often happen, that two sub-models connected in the similarity
graph, but not in the spanning tree, may not fit well. This happens, because there is no
notion of global error, and only the weights in the tree are summed up. An approach
to improve the initial model creation by introducing the global fitting error of the sub-
models is described in the next sub-section.
5.5.3 Global-error Driven Minimum Spanning Tree Construction
The graph theory does not solve our problem completely, as the graph algorithms as-
sume constant weights for edges, while the measure of fitting for a single edge in the
global coordinate system may depend on the order of matrix multiplications for sub-
reconstructions associated with the similarity graph nodes. This order depends on the
chosen paths to the root node. In other words, the fitting error between two sub-models
can be computed only if two corresponding paths are known. In this section we propose
a simple algorithm that is aware of a global-error fitting function.
The error in the matrix estimation cannot be avoided, however it is still possible
to minimize it by selecting a good starting node, referred later as the root node. A
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good starting node, and a set of shortest paths from the starting node to all other nodes
will help to minimize the global fitting error. Global fitting error functions used in this
algorithm are described in more detail in Section 5.6.
We propose the following algorithm: We execute Dijkstra’s algorithm for each node
selected as a root. For each node, the global error function is evaluated. The starting
node with a spanning tree that yields the smallest error function response is selected.
The disadvantage of this algorithm is the running time. In practice, the complexity
is O(jV j(jEj + jV j log jV j)), what under a reasonable assumption that kjV j  jEj
gives the complexity of O(jV j2 log jV j). In further sections, we call this algorithm the
Global-error Driven Minimum Spanning Tree construction (GED-MST).
The visual comparison of the the simple Dijkstra (SD) shortest paths algorithm,
with the Global-error Driven Minimum Spanning Tree construction algorithm is pre-
sented in Figure 5.2. The error function value for the SD algorithm was 1.744675 (max.
2.772635), while for the GED-MST algorithm 0.675194.
5.5.4 Improving the Computational Complexity
The assumption on the sparsity of the similarity graph is supported by the spatial dis-
tribution of sub-models in the case of a city reconstruction. Buildings overlap only
with neighboring buildings most of the time. For the reconstruction we may assume a
constant number of neighbors in the graph.
After making the assumption on the sparsity of the similarity graph, We come up
with the computational complexity for the GED-MST construction of O(jV j2 log jV j),
what for simplicity may be written as O(n2 log n).
In this subsection we show how to improve this complexity, and additionally how
to parallelize the GED-MST construction.
We apply a standard divide and conquer approach. We partition the similarity graph
into
p
n subgraphs, and recursively execute (maybe in parallel) the GED-MST con-
struction algorithm. We merge models, and each subgraph becomes a node in a new
similarity graph. We execute the GED-MST algorithm on the new similarity graph in
order to merge a set of models, that were already merged in the previous step. The re-
cursion stops at a subgraph of a fixed size. This divide and conquer approach does not
give the same final result as the original algorithm from Section 5.5.3, as it computes
sub-problems independently. However as we show in the next paragraph, it has a much
better computational complexity.
The complexity function of our GED-MST can be expressed as:
F (n) = n2 log n (5.7)
When using divide and conquer strategy by subdividing the problem to
p
n sub-
problems, we can write the computational complexity reduction in this way:
O(F (n))! pnO(F (pn)) +O(F (pn)) =
O(n
1
2 )O(F (n
1
2 )) +O(F (n
1
2 )) =
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1
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1
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1
2 )) =
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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(5.8)
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Figure 5.2: Visual comparison of the Simple Dijkstra’s (left) and the GED-MST algo-
rithm (right).
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The meaning of the above equation is, that in case of the subdivided problem, we
need to execute
p
n times the algorithm of complexityO(F (
p
n)) for a sub-problem of
size
p
n. Additionally, we need to apply a merging step for the computed sub-problems
- the GED-MST algorithm for the composite graph of size
p
n.
If we consider only the single recursion step to compute sub-problems, Equation
5.8 gives us the complexity of O(n
3
2 log
p
n). We apply the recursion step multiple
times:
O(n2 log n) =
O(F (n))!
O(n
1
2 )O(F (n
1
2 ))!
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1
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1
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(5.9)
The above equation shows, that finding initial transformation matrices required to
bring sub-models to the common coordinate system, can be done in a linear time. As
the recursion stops at a fixed subgraph size, the fitting error will be optimized, by trying
different spanning trees within this subgraph. The subdivision scheme should break
the similarity graph into subgraphs that are connected with a reliable transformation
matrices. Additionally, the sub-problems can be computed in parallel.
Apart from the theoretical analysis described above, in practice, we need to per-
form the subdivision into sub-problems carefully. As the composite graphs are merged
together, is is necessary to guarantee, that there exist stable links between subgraphs. In
the case of city reconstruction, we have an additional information about GPS bounding
boxes of photos that were used to reconstruct sub-models. One of the possible sub-
division schemes is to overlay a 2D grid over the whole scene, and consider the grid
cells as sub-problems, on which the GED-MST is executed. As a further optimization,
neighboring grid cells with ’weak links’ could be merged together, and treated as a
single sub-problem. In this context, a ’weak link’ between two cells occurs when there
are no reliable transformation matrices between sub-models located in different cells.
5.6 Large Scale Bundle Adjustment
The initial large model can be computed from sub-models, using the GED-MST algo-
rithm over the similarity graph, as described in Section 5.5. This solution however is
approximate, what can be caused by insufficient overlap of sub-models, small number
of overlapping features, or imprecise sparse 3D point clouds obtained from the cam-
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era calibration. Therefore, the solution should be treated as a starting point for further
refinement.
In order to improve the global fitting of submodels, we need to define functions
describing, how good the fitting is. These functions, in the scope of optimization meth-
ods, named objective functions, can measure the global fitting error, and can be defined
in two ways.
1. Global geometric error function. This error function, when used in the op-
timization, takes care of minimizing Euclidean distances between surfaces or
sparse 3D point clouds of sub-models. This type of error function is used in the
initial creation of the large, composite 3D model, as it can be computed pair-
wise between different sub-models, without any notion of the global coordinate
system.
2. Photoconsistency-based error function. This is a standard error function used
in multiview reconstruction problems. The pre-requisite for using this function
in the context of improving the global fitting, is the selection of the global coor-
dinate system. This function measures the visual fitting, as the error measure is
done from the view perspective of the cameras.
In the next subsections, we define the two types of previously mentioned error
functions, and give an argumentation, that both types are required in our large scale
reconstruction algorithm.
5.6.1 Global Geometric Fitting Error Function
The pair-wise transformation matrices are computed directly on the sparse point clouds
(as described in Section 5.4). An optimization procedure computes a matrix, that brings
one model to the other, while minimizing the distances between points. This is done
by solving a system of equations. As there are no camera parameters (radial distortion)
used in this step, the system of equations does not have any non-linear terms. For the
definition of the global fitting error function, it is desired to extend the local fitting
error function to the whole model. This allows us to be consistent with the original
RANSAC based approach. For the sub-models Si, Sj , the set of matchesMij defined
by Formula 5.2, the formal definition of the error function is:
Err(Ti;Tj) =
1
jMij j
X
m2Mij
jjTi(m:p1) Ti(m:p2)jj (5.10)
The difference between this error function and the function ’ComputeTransforma-
tionScore’ from Algorithm 2 is that the set of matchesMij has now incorrect matches
removed. This has been done by setting an acceptance threshold for distances between
transformed points of Si and points of Sj .
As we are interested in the error measure of the global fitting, we need to extend
the local geometric error (Equation 5.10) to the whole similarity graph G:
Err(G) =
X
(i;j)2E(G)
Err(Ti;Tj) (5.11)
what is the sum of error functions defined by Equation 5.10 over all edges of the
similarity graph G.
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This error function is used only for computing a good initial fitting, however there
are no contraindications to use it in the scope of matrix optimization in order to im-
prove the global fitting. After the initial fitting solution is obtained with the spanning
tree construction and the objective function defined in Equation 5.11, the set of global
coordinate system transformation matrices is refined later with the photoconsistency-
based fitting measure (described in detail in the next subsection).
5.6.2 Photoconsistency-based Error Function
In the bundle adjustment problem, it is required to refine initial camera parameters
together with 3D points. The solution is based on optimization techniques. As we pre-
cisely know the projections of 3D points to 2D images - they are usually SIFT feature
locations, computed with sub-pixel precision, we build an error function computing
the reprojection error. The reprojection error is the average distance of projected points
to the corresponding feature locations. The difference between the standard bundle
adjustment and our approach is as follows:
 In standard bundle adjustment, the error function has an enormous number of
dimensions - 3 for each point, and even up to 14 for each camera (34 projection
matrix and two radial distortion coefficients.
 In our approach, as standard bundle adjustment has been already performed
within sub-models, we optimize only 34 sub-model transformation matrices,
that have influence on cameras and points contained within them.
The number of variables to optimize differs a lot. For example, in the Tuebingen
Markt dataset, containing around 121 000 points and 200 cameras, we have about
365 400 variables in the standard bundle adjustment error function, while in our case,
there are 108 variables (9 sub-models) to optimize. For optimization methods that
compute partial derivatives at each iteration, the difference is significant. Of course,
the standard bundle adjustment influences each point and camera individually, what
can lead to a better quality, however, we rely on precise results of bundle adjustment
performed within sub-models, that can be done in an independent way, so it can be
easily parallelized.
In order to proceed with the formal definition of the global photoconsistency-based
error function, first we need to define the local photoconsistency-based error function,
that describes visual fitting between two overlapping sub-reconstructions Si and Sj .
For our large scale bundle adjustment, for each overlapping pair of sub-models, we
need cameras that observe the same geometry. This information has already been com-
puted in the first stage of sub-reconstruction matching and is contained in the structure
Mij (see eq. 5.2).
Now we can proceed with the formal definition of the photoconsistency error mea-
sure for two sub-models:
Err(Ti;Tj) =
1
jMij j
X
m2Mij
jjm:i2(T 1j (Ti(m:p1))) m:f2:xyjj +
1
jMij j
X
m2Mij
jjm:i1(T 1i (Tj(m:p2))) m:f1:xyjj
(5.12)
where k is the camera projection matrix for an image k, Ti and Tj are the ma-
trices, that transform sub-models Si and Sj to the global coordinate system. The term
m:f1:xy is a 2D vector of the feature position. This error function works as follows:
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1. Start with a structure of matching 3D points and features (Equation 5.2) and the
cumulative distance D = 0.
2. For each entrym 2Mij do the following:
(a) Transformm:p1 to the global coordinate system with the matrixTi in order
to obtain point p0.
(b) Transform p0 to the local coordinate system of Sj by the matrixT 1j to get
the point p00.
(c) Project the point p00 to the imagem:i2 to get the 2D point p00i2 .
(d) Compute the distance d of p00i2 to the location of the corresponding feature
m:f2.
(e) Add the distance d to the cumulative distance D.
3. Repeat step 2 in the opposite direction - by reprojecting points from Sj to Si.
4. Compute the average distance fromD, and return it as the error measure between
sub-models Si and Sj .
This error function is then used in the global scenario - we sum its outputs for each
matching pair of sub-models in the similarity graph, exactly like in the Equation 5.11.
5.7 Similarity Graph Optimization
Once we have defined the error functions, we can describe the optimization process of
the similarity graph. In order to improve the sub-model fitting, we optimize the global
coordinate system transformation matrices. As previously mentioned, the two objec-
tive functions can be used to improve the geometric fitting or the visual fitting (from
the perspective of the cameras). Our optimization framework can use both objective
functions.
In the similarity graph, each model has a transformation matrix that brings it to
the global coordinate system. We concatenate all the matrices, we want to optimize
to form a single long parameter vector of the size 12 times the number of sub-models,
and use this as a parameter to the error function defined by Equation 5.11 (or the pho-
toconsistency based error function).
We have used two optimization schemes: Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least
squares optimization and a simple gradient descent approach. For the first one, we
use the open source library [Lou04], while the second scheme is implemented from
scratch. In both cases, the important step is to compute the derivatives of the error
function. In this case, they have to be computed with numerical methods. The partial
derivatives can be computed in an optimized way. As the single change in the parameter
vector influences only one sub-model, we do not have to recompute the reprojection
error between all sub-models in the similarity graph. Changing a single parameter
would require to recompute the local error function from Equation 5.12 only for the
sub-models connected to the affected sub-model in the similarity graph.
As we optimize the transformation matrices of size 34 directly, also non-rigid de-
formations are possible. This is an advantage, since a sub-model build from insufficient
number of images can be deformed. The 34 matrix allows for non-rigid deformation,
so there are more degrees of freedom in obtaining a better global fitting.
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TownSquare Courtyard Statue
N 9 14 15
Tq 110.67 356.32 508.98
Tf 2898.92 1754.31 3830.28
Tr 409.43 832.98 259.18
Kp 288 72 114
Tp 472.4 31.7 92.92
Esp 75.67 114.57 62.03
Eep 46.43 113.09 52.15
p 38.6% 1.3% 16%
Kg 310 56 32
Tg 538.8 18.9 21.63
Esg 0.678 0.0025886 0.002687
Eeg 0.614 0.0025875 0.002599
g 9.4% 0% 3.3%
Table 5.1: Performance summary.
5.8 Single Camera Optimization
After the global coordinate system matrices have been adjusted for sub-models, it is
possible to further improve camera positions within the sub-models. During the initial
camera calibration for sub-models, only the 3D features within sub-model were taken
into account. However, after the construction of the similarity graph and transformation
estimation for all sub-models, more data is available. The camera positions can be
adjusted not only by using 3D features of the sub-model, from which the cameras were
reconstructed, but also by using the 3D features of overlapping sub-models.
5.9 Results
In this section we present results of our large scale reconstruction approach. All the
time measurements were done on a single core of Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad Q9300
2.5 GHz CPU, 4GB of RAM, and Windows 7 x64 OS (unless stated otherwise).
Figure 5.3 shows sub-models in local coordinate systems (top), that were merged
together with our algorithm into a single composite model (bottom). The result shown
is after matrix optimization. Each color shows a different sub-model. Other examples
of our reconstruction algorithm can be seen in Figures 5.9, and 5.8. The performance
of our algorithm is summarized in Table 5.1.
The following times are measured: quick matching time based on Compact De-
scriptors (Tq), full image matching for image pairs selected by Compact Descriptors
(Tf ), the time required for 5000 iterations of the RANSAC algorithm (Tr), optimiza-
tion times for geometric and photoconsistency error functions (Tg and Tp). The number
of iterations for geometric and photoconsistency optimization is given as Kg and Kp.
Starting and ending error function values and improvement factor for geometric opti-
mization are Esg , E
e
g , g. The same times are given for photoconsistency optimization
(indexed with ’p’). The number of sub-models is denoted as N . All times are given in
seconds.
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Figure 5.3: Sub-models in local coordinate systems (top) and the composite model
(bottom) after optimization.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of full PMVS reconstruction (left column) and the result of
merging 9 sub-models with our algorithm (right column).
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Figure 5.5: Example of a composite reconstruction. Sample input images (left), the
final reconstruction (middle, right).
Figure 5.6: Artifacts ocurring due to imprecise reconstruction of sub-models. Full
PMVS reconstruction (left column) and the result of merging (right column).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.7: Optimization result: (a) photoconsistency optimization - view from the
area of camera locations, (b) photoconsistency optimization - view from top region, (c)
geometric optimization - view from the top region.
Figure 5.8: A view of the Tuebingen Castle reconstruction. Geometric fitting optimiza-
tion (left column) and photoconsistency optimization (right column).
Chapter 6
Compression Algorithm for
Efficient Storage and Rendering
6.1 Overview
The storage requirements for massive point clouds is very high. As the size of point
clouds exceeds system memory capacity, the rendering algorithm cannot operate in-
core. For out-of-core rendering, the bottleneck is the disk bandwidth. An effective
compression can reduce disk bandwidth, speeding up the rendering and lowering the
storage requirements.
In this chapter, we introduce an effective compression scheme based on Residual
Vector Quantization (RVQ). The best data representation from the perspective of the
GPU is a textured triangle mesh, as GPUs were build directly to process this kind of
data. Another interesting representation, when a mesh is not available, is the point
cloud itself. In this case, storing colors with each point may be inefficient, however
using compressed textures with a Surfel (Surface Element) representation allows to
render the data set efficiently without reconstructing the mesh. This work has been
done together with Guenter Knittel, who suggested to use RVQ in texture and volume
compression, and who has invented an improved seeding scheme for k-means based
image compression [KP09]. This chapter is a literal citation of the work presented
previously in [PK08], [PK09a] and [PK09b].
This chapter consists of two parts. The first part presents an application of RVQ to
large textures, and shows an effective rendering algorithm for compressed textures. As
it may be desired to consider a volumetric representation for reconstructed models, the
second part of this chapter describes the application of RVQ to volumetric models. Also
a volume rendering algorithm that operates directly on a compressed data is presented.
A good example of volumetric models of trees reconstructed from photographs can be
found in [RMD04].
6.2 Rendering with Compressed Textures
6.2.1 Introduction
Computer-graphics applications, such as computer games, aim at generating realistic
images at very high frame rates. Typically, the objects in a synthetic scene are described
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by a relatively coarse surface model, such as a triangle mesh, to limit computation costs.
The (photo-)realistic appearance is to the largest part achieved by mapping textures
(images) onto the objects.
Such texture mapping, however, poses high demands on the computing device,
or the graphics system in particular. Textures tend to be large in size, and need to
be accessed very frequently. Applications aiming at a high realism or photo-realistic
rendering might even map multiple textures onto each generated pixel. A high image
quality will also require the use of expensive texture filter operations using kernels with
large spatial extent.
Therefore we can find large and extremely fast memory systems on modern graph-
ics cards, providing peak bandwidths in excess of 100GByte/s and capacities approach-
ing and surpassing 1GByte. This, of course, comes at a high cost for the consumer, in-
cluding high retail prices, high power consumption, expensive cooling, and large unit
dimensions.
A high performance, however, can only be achieved if all textures an application
will ever need reside in the fast video memory close to the graphics processing unit
(GPU). Clearly, this sets an upper limit to the visual richness of graphics applications.
More severely, applications such as geographic information systems (for example fly-
through simulators) or location-based services (like navigation in urban environments)
typically have to process huge images, far too big to fit into typical video memory
systems. Even worse, quite many of such applications are supposed to run on portable
devices.
Consequently, many efforts have been made to render from compressed textures,
and thus to lower storage and bandwidth requirements. A prominent example is S3TC,
also known as DXTC. It is part of both the DirectX and OpenGL graphics APIs,
and therefore probably implemented in most if not all current graphics accelerators.
This clearly demonstrates the economical relevance of a powerful texture compression
scheme, and in this work we aim at further improvements over existing methods.
Texture compression, however, has its own set of requirements:
 fixed code length for random access to the compressed pixels,
 fast and inexpensive decompression,
 high compression rate at still acceptable image quality.
Thus, any compression scheme using entropy coding such as JPEG is not a good
candidate for texture compression, despite other desirable properties like very high
compression rates. The method we have chosen as basis is called Residual Vector
Quantization (RVQ), which is an extension to standard vector quantization and which
fulfills the above requirements. We aim at a compression rate close to 24:1 (1bpp from
24-bit RGB pixels).
Our application and test case is the rendering of landscapes using aerial photos of
gigantic size. Thus, the compression is a very compute-intensive task. Adequately,
we run the (offline) image compression on a NEC SX-8 supercomputer at the High
Performance Computing Center Stuttgart (HLRS).
Our presentation system in turn consists of a display wall made from 16 LCDs, each
with the resolution of 25601600 pixels. Each display is driven by a powerful PC,
equipped with a modern graphics adapter with 1GByte video memory. Compressed
textures, along with codebooks and other data structures, are loaded into the video
memory and are processed in real-time by short programs running on the GPU. We
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are able to process images of size 80.00080.000 (6.4G) pixels on a single graphics
adapter at a peak decompression rate of 0.6Gpixel/s.
6.2.2 Related Work
This section briefly describes known methods and principles used for texture compres-
sion.
Block truncation coding (BTC), developed by Delp and Mitchell [DM79], is a sim-
ple scheme for image compression. The method compresses gray scale images by
dividing them into tiles of size 44 pixels. The 16 gray values are replaced by two
8-bit values such that mean and variance are conserved. One bit per pixel selects which
value to use. The Resulting compression ratio is therefore 2 bits per pixel.
An extension of BTC to color images was developed by Campbel et al. [CDF+86].
The method is called color cell compression (CCC). They use a fixed size color palette
of 256 RGBvalues. For each 44 pixel tile they store 16 decision bits as above, and
two 8 bit indices into the color palette. This results in a 2bpp compression ratio.
The use of CCC for texture compression has first been proposed in [KSKS96].
Subsequently it was developed into the aforementioned S3TC [KI99]. In S3TC a block
of 44 pixels is compressed into 64 bits. For each tile two base colors are stored in
16 bits each and each pixel has a 2 bit index into a local color palette. The local color
palette contains two base colors and two additional colors that lie between them (in
RGB color space). Compression rate for S3TC is 4bpp.
The fact of using only four colors has a negative influence on quality. Ivanov and
Kuzmin [IK00] improve the quality by using colors from neighboring tiles.
The POOMA method presented by Akenine-Moeller and Stroem in [AMS03] is
similar to the S3TC algorithm, but it compresses a tile of 32 pixels into 32 bits,
which yields a compression rate of 4.5bpp. They use base colors with fewer bits and
only one in-between color. The block size of 32 pixels is problematic for hardware
implementations.
Perebrin describes another approach in [Per99]. Mipmapping and texture compres-
sion are combined under the assumption that box filtering is used for mipmaps. Each
block of 44 pixels is converted into the YUV space. Wavelet methods are applied
to luminance, while chrominance is subsampled before it is compressed. This method
gives about 4.5bpp.
In [SAM04] Stroem and Akenine-Moeller present a compression scheme called
PACKMAN. The method splits an image into 24 blocks and represents each block
by 32 bits. For each block a base color is stored using 12 bits in RGB444 format. The
next 4 bits are used to pick a table of four values from a codebook. For each pixel in
a tile 2 bits are used as an index to components of a previously selected table. The
selected component is added to each channel of the base color to produce the final
color value for each pixel. The resulting compression rate is 6bpp. In [SAM05] the
same authors present the iPACKMAN algorithm, which is an improved version of the
original PACKMAN method. As a result, a 4bpp bit rate is obtained.
Lefebvre and Hoppe in [LH07] describe a quadtree based compression, but the
method is not suitable for detailed color images and has a complicated and slow decod-
ing algorithm. This method performs well for textures with smooth color variations.
Compression bit rates range from 0.07bpp for binary images to 5bpp for high dynamic
range images.
Most directly related to this work, Beers et al. proposed vector quantization (VQ)
for texture compression [BAC96]. Codebook size was reduced by converting images
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into 4:1:1 YUV format. The compression ratio achieved by this method is as low as
1 or 2bpp. Residual vector quantization as a means to increase image quality was not
considered in this work, though.
6.2.3 Residual Vector Quantization
Residual Vector Quantization (RVQ) has first been described in [JG82]. An excellent
survey of RVQ and related techniques can be found in [BRN96].
RVQ is based on standard vector quantization (VQ). In VQ, a set of vectors is
represented by a smaller set of vectors called codevectors, that is minimizing overall
error. Usually, clustering methods like k-means [Llo82] are used to compute a set
of codevectors called a codebook. K-means is starting from an initial set of random
codevectors (seeds), and assigns each vector to its nearest codevector in order to create
clusters. In the next step, the codevectors are moved to the center of gravity of their
cluster. This step is repeated until the codevectors no longer move. Each vector is
represented by a pointer to its codevector in the codebook. Decompression step for a
vector is returning a codevector pointed by the pointer.
In case of the large or unknown (at the time of codebook construction) set of vec-
tors, a subset of vectors (training set) can be used to create the codebook. Vectors from
the outside of the training set are replaced by a pointer to its nearest neighbor vector.
For RVQ the data set is decompressed and for each original vector, the error vector
is computed. The set of error vectors is compressed with VQ, to obtain the second set
of pointers and the second codebook. This process is repeated for the desired number
of levels. Compressed vector is represented by a set of pointers to codebooks. To
decompress such a vector it is necessary to add the codebook vectors associated with a
compressed vectors.
The code length for RVQ is defined by number of bits required to represent a set of
pointers (indices) to the codebooks.
6.2.4 Texture Compression Using RVQ
For a high compression rate large vectors must be chosen. In our case, a vector is
formed by a square image tile of 88 pixels. For RGB images, the vector dimension
is 192. For our target compression rate of 1bpp, a tile is compressed into 64 bits. This
gives a certain choice of number of levels and codebook sizes. We have found that
larger codebooks should be favored over a high number of levels.
Commonly, the representative vectors in a codebook are found using some kind of
clustering algorithm. We have examined kmeans (or Generalized Lloyd’s Algorithm
[Llo82]), kmeans++ [AV07], and neural gas [MBS93]. Results for a test image of
1024768 pixels and 8 levels are shown in Table 6.1.
Codebook
Size
kmeans
Error [dB]
kmeans++
Error [dB]
Neural Gas
Error [dB]
16 28.68 28.63 28.8
64 31.26 31.17 31.8
144 33.0 32.99 33.84
256 34.58 34.75 35.8
Table 6.1: Performance of different clustering methods.
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As can be seen, neural gas performs better for increasing codebook sizes, however,
compression times become excessively long. So we opted for using kmeans++ on 8
levels of 256 codevectors each for our 80k80k image. In this way we achieved a
PSNR of 29.16dB, using a cutout of 4k4k (16M) pixels as training set. Compression
rate is practically 1bpp, including codebooks using 2 bytes per color channel.
On this cutout image we performed a comparison to the S3TC industry standard.
S3TC using 4bpp achieved 34.59dB. RVQ on this training set alone achieved 30.42dB,
at a rate of 1.4bpp (including codebooks). Some detail images are shown in Fig. 6.2.
Although there is a certain difference in visual appearance, fine details are still pre-
served and image quality is acceptable given the low bit rate.
The compression code has been optimized to run on the NEC SX-8 supercomputer.
This is a cluster of multiprocessor nodes with vector processors. One node contains 8
vector CPUs and 128GByte of main memory. This particular installation contains 72
such nodes, of which typically 8-16 can be requested for a compute job. For code to run
efficiently on such a machine it must be vectorized as well as parallelized on both the
thread- and process-level. Image data is partitioned and distributed among the nodes,
and only the small codebooks need to be exchanged after each kmeans-iteration using
suitable MPI-routines (Message Passing Interface). In this way we achieve a very good
scalability.
Clustering time is mainly consumed by nearest-neighbor searches. To speed up
this operation, we use the VP-Tree algorithm [Yia93]. The VP-Tree searches have been
modified to eliminate recursive function calls, which can reduce efficiency dramatically
on this machine. In this way we achieved a ratio for vectorizable code vs. scalar code
of 93%. Still compression times are in the order of days.
6.2.5 Real-Time Rendering From Compressed Textures
During rendering, geometric primitives forming the object surface are decomposed into
the set of screen pixels they cover (scan conversion). The projection of a screen pixel
on the surface defines the set of texture pixels (texels) which contribute to the screen
pixel color. This set can be very large, depending on the distance and orientation of
the geometric primitive. Thus, filter operations on the texture need to be done to avoid
aliasing artefacts on a per-pixel basis.
Typically this is done by tri-linear interpolation in a mipmap (a pyramid of pre-
filtered versions of the texture). Although being relatively small in size, these downfil-
tered images still consume memory. Using RVQ, we can avoid this in an elegant way:
instead of using prefiltered images, we can use a hierarchy of prefiltered codebooks.
During scan conversion, the distance of a pixel to the observer can be used as a mea-
sure for the size of the pixel projection on the texture, and thus to select the proper
codebook version.
However, if a pixel projection on the surface has a high aspect ratio, anisotropic
filter kernels are required. Typically, such kernels are constructed by averaging mul-
tiple trilinear interpolations. These are expensive operations, for which most graphics
accelerators offer dedicated hardware support.
Unfortunately, these hardware units do of course not support our compression for-
mat. Performing all these filter operations in software is too slow, even on today’s high
performance graphics chips.
As a solution we have implemented a two-pass approach. An auxiliary texture,
much smaller in size than the compressed texture, is allocated in video memory. For
each triangle to be rendered, we first decompress all texels which cover that triangle,
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Figure 6.1: Two-Pass Rendering from Compressed Textures
and write them into the auxiliary texture. This is repeated until the intermediate texture
buffer is full.
In a second rendering pass, we render the corresponding set of triangles, with ad-
justed texture coordinates, using the just constructed texture. When this second pass is
finished, we construct the auxiliary texture anew for the next set of triangles and repeat
until the scene is finished. For increased efficiency, the set of triangles can also include
triangle strips.
Since the second pass is standard rendering procedure, we can use all the hardware
support the GPU has to offer for texture filtering. So we can combine the advantages
of both worlds: keeping huge texture in video memory, and applying expensive filter
operations for high image quality. Rendering speed is still high, as will be detailed in
Section 6.2.6.
A block diagram of our two-pass rendering algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.1. The
codebooks are stored as floating point textures (16 bits per channel). The compressed
image is stored as a texture in RGBA4 format (4 channels, 4 bits each), using a block
of 22 texels for the eight codebook indices. For each texel to be decompressed,
the GPU program reads the corresponding index set, and selects the proper element
from each codevector. The sum of these elements gives the texel color. Although the
GPU program needs to access video memory 12 times to decompress a single texel,
decompression rate is still high (see Section 6.2.6). We take advantage of the fact
that modern graphics systems are optimized for multiple texture accesses per pixel.
Moreover, since neighboring texels have the same indices, texture reads are cached,
which improves the performance further.
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Figure 6.2: The display wall showing the aerial image of size 80k80k. The texture
is loaded redundantly on all graphics cards for fast zooming and panning (a and b).
Close-ups of the original image (c), compressed using S3TC (d), RVQ on 8 levels of
256 codevectors (e), RVQ without filtering (f), RVQ including two-pass rendering with
filtering (g).
6.2.6 Results
Wemeasured the following performance figures with NVIDIA 8800 GT graphics cards
with 1GByte of video memory. The host PCs are equipped with dual-core CPUs and
4GByte of main memory. The pure decompression speed into the auxiliary texture
buffer (First Pass in Fig. 6.1) is 598MTexel/s. The real-life frame rate as seen on
the display wall depends on the magnification, however, it never dropped below 36
frames/s in 4MPixel resolution per LCD.
6.3 Rendering of Compressed Volume Data Sets
6.3.1 Introduction
Nowadays, volume rendering has become a standard in medical applications and vi-
sualization of scientific simulations. Visualization requirements are increasing: data
sets and display resolutions are getting larger. This leads to more complex rendering
algorithms. In this work we present a quite extreme example: we render a very large
data set (about 7.5G voxels) on a high-resolution display wall (65,536,000 pixels). Our
display system (see Fig. 6) is built using sixteen LCDs of a resolution 2560x1600 each.
A cluster of 16 PCs drives the display wall. Each PC is connected to one LCD, and
is equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz processor, an NVidia Geforce 8800GT
graphics card with 1GB of video memory and 4GB of system memory. The PCs are
connected via GBit Ethernet.
Today’s consumer graphics cards are approaching 150GB/s of peak memory band-
width and a teraflop of computational performance, so they can outperform CPUs
in many tasks. In order to achieve the highest performance in rendering, the most
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computation-intensive tasks are off-loaded to the GPUs by using NVidia’s CUDA
SDK. While the computing platform presented here is quite powerful, it has a few
bottlenecks that can seriously limit the performance and should be avoided. One of the
bootlenecks is the slow gigabit ethernet and the other is the PCIe 1.x bus. Our system
is designed to minimize any data traffic sent over those mediums.
6.3.2 Related Work
Data Set Compression
The authors present lossless compression methods for volume data in [FY94]. The
focus of this work is to reduce storage requirements, rather than improving rendering
speed. Maximum reported data reduction is about 50% for selected data sets.
Vector quantization for volume rendering was first introduced in [NH92], with
some improvements in [SW03]. The presented system renders directly from com-
pressed data, but the nearest-neighbor interpolation limits rendering functionality.
In other work, a Block Truncation Coding is used in a space filling way to limit the
memory bandwidth [Kni95].
In recent yearsWavelet-based coding has received the most attention [IP99], [NS01],
[Rod99], [RGW+03]. Some extensions based on a hierarchical wavelet representation
of large datasets are used in [GWGS02]. The claimed compression rate without no-
ticeable artifacts in the image was 30:1. The authors minimize the number of voxels
processed by deriving a quality measure from the wavelet representation and achieve
interactive rendering speeds for large data sets on standard PCs. The decompression is
done on the CPU however, sending uncompressed voxels to the graphics card over the
bus can seriously limit performance (see Table 6.2).
GPU-based Volume Rendering
As our rendering algorithm uses the compressed volume directly, we shortly recall
state-of-the-art work related to the volume rendering.
Graphics hardware is used for volumetric rendering in [Ake93], [CCF94] and [CN94].
The data is kept in a 3D texture and screen-aligned slices are drawn with properly com-
puted mapping coordinates and blended together. Later the visual quality is improved
with gradient shading [MHS99], multi-dimensional transfer functions [KKH01], pre-
integrated transfer functions [EKE01], and the processing of presegmented data sets
[HBH03]. We integrate these state of the art methods into our system, where it is
possible and useful. Although, some features have lower priority, for example data
segmentation is not included due to the large effort required for this task. This feature
may be supported in later versions of our system.
Parallel Volume Rendering
As described in Section 6.4.7, parallel rendering can be implemented in two ways:
object-space partitioning and screen space partitioning. Object-space partitioning usu-
ally is limited by alpha blending of the intermediate images. Solutions are proposed in
[lMPH94], [SML+03] and [SMW+04]. In [SMW+04], it is pointed out that the CPU
is used that for alpha-blending, instead of the much better suited GPU. Although, GPU
can be used to speed up the computation, large data streams are still difficult to handle
in the network. Isosurface rendering on a display wall of about 63M pixels is described
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in [MT03]. Example is shown for isosurfaces built from 470M triangles, the rendering
takes about 15 seconds.
6.4 The Giga-Voxel System
In our rendering system we off-load all time consuming computations to the GPU.
This choice is supported by a few benchmark figures. Results obtained on a Dell
XPS700 workstation, equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU at 2.13GHz and an
NVidia GTX280 (optionally an 8800GT) are summarized in Table 1. To measure the
bandwidth we have used ’bandwidthTest’ from the NVidia CUDA SDK [Cor].
CPU$ Cache 98,520
CPU$Memory, 16MB Blocks 2,100
CPU$ Graphics Card (PCIe 1.x) 1,500
GPU$ Video Memory GTX280 110,028
GPU$ Video Memory 8800GT 43,357
Table 6.2: Bandwidth Measurements [MB/s]
An interesting measurement is the internal CPU cache bandwidth and the band-
width to the external video memory on the GTX280. As it can be seen, the latter one
is better. Our design target was set to keep all necessary data locally in video memory
and to avoid frequent transfers of big amounts of data between GPU and GPU. The
GPU is used for all compute-intensive tasks like decompression, shading and ray cast-
ing. Each cluster node must have a copy of the data in order to reduce network traffic
to minimum. When the size of typical data sets it taken into account, it becomes clear,
that a compression scheme must be employed. There are contradicting requirements
for the compression scheme: high compression rate at high quality and extremely fast
decompression time. An interesting candidate is Residual Vector Quantization (RVQ).
The data needs to be compressed in an offline processing step. This step is per-
formed only once. Later the compressed data is reused for rendering. Compression
and rendering is described in the following subsections.
6.4.1 Residual Vector Quantization for Volume Data Sets
The general information about Residual Vector Quantication (RVQ) is described in
Section 6.2.3. In this subsection we discuss the selection of codebook size and number
of levels of RVQ for the compression of volume data sets.
Experiments with a large number of images have shown, that larger codebooks
should be preferred over a high number of levels in order to achieve a higher PSNR.
We have performed a number of tests showing that good quality can be achieved with
4 levels and 4096 codebook vectors per level, what gives a codelength of 48 bits.
We use the ’Visible Human Female’ color (RGB) data set for our tests. Each voxel
is defined by 3 channels, 8 bit each. We create vectors of dimension 192 from 444
voxel cubes. The 64 voxels in a cube are represented with 48 bits, giving a compression
rate of 32:1, or 0.75 bits per voxel. We store codebook vectors in higher precision
to decrease the influence of rounding errors. 32-bit values are used to represent one
codebook vector voxel. 11 bits are used for red and green, and 10 bits for blue. One
codebook vector is 256 bytes, and the whole codebook for 4 levels takes 4MB of video
memory.
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Figure 6.3: Compression example: original image (left) and decompressed image
(right).
6.4.2 Compressing the Visible Human Female
The Visible Human data set is available for download as a set of images of 20481216
pixels [25]. There are 5189 images. The body was frozen in a blue gel. We treat this as
an empty space, so we had to remove it from the data set. We have cropped the images
to a final resolution of 1608896 pixels, because there is too much of empty space.
The total input data size is 20.9GByte. In order to limit the compression time, we
have selected a training set equivalent in size to 300 images. Training phase to obtain
four codebooks took about 21 hours on an eight-core machine. Codebook construction
time can be improved significantly performing nearest neighbor searches in parallel.
Reusing the codebook to compress the data set took additionally about 10 hours.
We have computed the quality of the decompressed data set in terms of PSNR. We
didn’t include 444 cubes that are forming the empty space. The overall PSNR is
about 27dB. An example of an original image versus the decompressed image is shown
in Figure 6.3.
The compressed data is an array of 4022241297 = 116,792,256 index sets of 48
bits each, with a total size of 700,753,536 Bytes. The entire compressed data set along
with the codebooks fits on a graphics card with 1GByte of video memory. We only
consider the case that the compressed dataset fits completely into the video memory.
In the other case swapping from main memory or even hard disk would be required.
This also would benefit from the high compression rate.
6.4.3 Rendering
The dataset is divided into subsets of subvolumes of n  n  n voxels with the same
Manhattan distance. The value of n depends on selected level of detail. We render
each previously mentioned subset to an off-screen buffer and blend the resulting image
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Figure 6.4: Decompression and classification.
with the framebuffer. To render a subset of subvolumes we repeat the steps of de-
compressing a subvolume into a 3D texture buffer and rendering the 3D texture using
ray-casting. In the decompression step we integrate classification using a 3D lookup
table. Optionally gradient extraction and shading is also integrated into the decompres-
sion step in order not to slow down the ray caster. We use early ray termination on a
per-ray basis and occlusion culling for an early exit on a subvolume basis. We apply
empty space skipping to subvolumes after classification. When a visible contribution
of a subvolume is under a user-supplied threshold, the subvolume is discarded from
rendering. This test is done according to the actual transfer function. Multi-resolution
rendering is integrated in an elegant way - we downsample the codebooks to create two
additional levels of detail. In the following subsections we present individual steps of
the rendering pipeline in detail.
Decompression
The decompression code is implemented with the NVidia CUDA technology. We make
use of the on-chip shared memory buffer in order to reduce transfers from video mem-
ory. Processing is as follows. We load 256 index sets (worth 16k voxels) into the shared
memory. Each index set consists of 48 bits, which are unpacked into four 16-bit indices
again into shared memory. For each voxel to be generated, there is one thread in the
kernel. Each thread reads from memory those elements of the codebook vectors which
it needs for its voxel. The codebook vector element is unpacked from the R11G11B10
format (see Section 6.4.1) and accumulated in the shared memory.
Unpacked RGB values of a voxel are used to access a 3D lookup-table with opacity
() values. The -value is again written into the shared memory, which completes the
voxel generation. When a certain number of voxels is decompressed, they are written
to an intermediate 3D texture. We take care that the memory transfers are mostly large
bursts, to maximize the bandwidth. Decompression performance is 1.86G voxels/s on
the GTX280, and 0.60G voxels/s on the 8800GT.
We partition the volume into subvolumes of 128128128 voxels. We extend each
subvolume in each direction by two layers of 444 voxels, so the final subvolume
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Figure 6.5: Gradient shading
size is 136136136. In this way we solve the problem of missing voxels at bound-
aries for the reconstruction filter in the ray caster (tri-linear interpolation) and during
gradient extraction (see Section 6.4.3). In this way we an the overhead of about 20%.
Decompression performance for different levels of detail is summarized in Table 6.3.
The overall decompression and classification flow is presented in Figure 6.4.
Gradient Extraction and Shading
GPU Level Voxels/s Subvolumes/s
8800GT 0 0.60G 254
GTX280 0 1.86G 776
8800GT 1 0.20G 716
GTX280 1 0.72G 2463
8800GT 2 0.03G 841
GTX280 2 0.06G 1667
Table 6.3: Decompression Performance.
After a subvolume has been decompressed, our system can perform gradient shad-
ing as an option. We compute the gradient from the opacity, because steep changes in
opacity represent the surfaces. We use a variant of a 333 Sobel filter (see Figure
6.5). We need to address two problems:
1. high computation costs due to the large kernel,
2. a certain amount of noise in the volume.
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Both problems are solved by using downsampled versions of the subvolume for
gradient estimation (see also Section 6.4.6, Multi-Resolution Rendering). We generate
two additional levels of detail, a 683, and a 343 subvolume. We compute the gradients
only on the lowest-resolution grid, directly on the GPU, using a CUDA-kernel. The
performance is given in Table 4.
We do not affect the raycaster performance by the shading operation, because gra-
dient extraction and shading are done at the voxel positions, and the contributions from
specular reflection are added to the just decompressed RGB-quantities. The decom-
pression speed does not suffer too much because of the regular memory access pattern.
For gradient extraction the system can use a Central Difference (CD) operator.
Gradient shading is again implemented as a CUDA-kernel in a way that each thread
processes one voxel. Each thread reads a certain subset of the required voxel neighbor-
hood, so that by the end of this step a large block of voxels resides in shared memory.
For the performance reasons we assume that light sources are located at infinity
and a constant viewing direction throughout the subvolume (only for the shading, not
for the raycasting). Thus, we do not need to recompute the halfway vectors for each
voxel. This approximation does not produce disturbing effects caused by misplaced
highlights. Exponentiation is done by a look-up in a precomputed table. Gradient
shading speed for CD and one light source is summarized in Table 6.5. The gradient
computation and shading is presented in Figure 6.4.
GPU Gradients/s Subvolumes/s
8800GT 17.8M 570
GTX280 63.9M 2045
Table 6.4: Gradient Estimation Performance.
GPU Level Voxels/s Subvolumes/s
8800GT 0 0.227G 111
GTX280 0 0.411G 201
8800GT 1 0.309G 966
GTX280 1 0.546G 1712
8800GT 2 0.271G 7426
GTX280 2 0.482G 13158
Table 6.5: Gradient Shading Performance (CD).
6.4.4 The Raycaster
The basics of the ray casting are presented in Figure 6.6 (a). We use the raycaster from
the NVidia SDK. No attempt to optimize this code was made, because it is not the
scope of this work.
The average rendering time of this raycaster was measured 3.97ms per subvolume
(on the GTX280 graphics card), with early ray termination disabled. It is about 4 times
slower than the pure decompression. Recurring decompression can be tolerated fairly
well, because most of the rendering time was spent in ray casting.
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Figure 6.6: Ray casting (a) and alpha-blending (b).
6.4.5 Blending and Occlusion Culling
The subvolumes are rendered in front-to-back order. We divide subvolumes into non-
overlapping subsets (in screen space) This is done by sorting subvolumes according to
their Manhattan distance to the viewer. The result of the rendering of one subvolume
subset is a private frame buffer of RGB-values. This buffer is -blended with the
compound frame buffer, which in the end contains the final image.
During blending, the Z-buffer is also updated. Whenever the -value of a pixel
in the compound frame buffer exceeds a threshold, the corresponding entry in the Z-
buffer is set to Z-front. This is then used to exclude subvolumes which are occluded
by opaque structures in the data set from decompression and rendering. An OpenGL
occlusion query is submitted with the bounding box of the subvolume, which returns
the number of visible pixels. Depending on a user-defined parameter, the subvolume is
rendered or discarded.
Occlusion queries can be accelerated by submitting a set of bounding boxes. In our
system, all subvolumes with the same Manhattan distance could be rendered in parallel
and in any order, so they are queried in one batch. We exclude subvolumes which are
located at any of the visible faces of the entire volume from the occlusion query. The
blending process is illustrated in Figure 6.6 (b).
6.4.6 Multi-Resolution Rendering
As mentioned before, a downsampled version of the subvolume can be generated from
a downsampled version of the codebooks. Thanks to this fact there is no need to store
separate index sets for each level of detail in video memory. We need only a small
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Figure 6.7: Volumetric rendering on the PowerWall (1).
amount of extra memory for storing downsampled codebooks.
Different resolutions are used to avoid subsampling of the data during ray casting
and to speed up the rendering of distant subvolumes. The system can decompress
subvolumes with 136, 68, and 34 voxels along each axis. The raycaster automatically
performs proper voxel access and filtering by using normalized texture coordinates.
Only the opacity must be adjusted, we accomplish this by using a separate 3D look-up
table for each resolution.
6.4.7 Parallel Rendering on the Cluster
There are two possible ways of distributing work among rendering nodes: object-space
partitioning (OSP) and screen-space partitioning (SSP). For the first method, a work-
package is a subvolume that is rendered into a private frame buffer. A subvolume can
be visible on more than one display, so it may be necessary to send a subset of pixels
over the network to the receiving node. This subset of pixels is then blended into the
local composite frame buffer on the target node. Since the contribution of many sub-
volumes may influence one pixel, multiple transfers over the network may be required
to compute the final color. Many advanced algorithms have been designed to optimize
this operation [14], [23], but for slow GBit Ethernet it may be still a bottleneck. The
advantage of this approach is that each subvolume is processed only once.
In SSP, the screen is split into a set of tiles. A machine that is assigned to a certain
tile, renders all subvolumes contained in the tile view frustum and sends the final pixels
to the destination screen. We have selected this method, because in our setup it will
give a higher frame rate. Often it may happen that a subvolume is visible on multiple
tiles – in this case it has to be processed multiple times. In case of ray casting there
is no redundant processing, but the decompression code can generate only complete
subvolumes. Since the viewport can be in arbitrary location, each node needs to store
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Figure 6.8: Volumetric rendering on the PowerWall (2).
a complete copy of the data set. In the cluster we have only 1GB of video memory per
graphics card, the compressed data set takes about 700 MB. We use high resolution
off-screen buffers for blending and a certain amount of video memory is allocated for
internal OpenGL data structures.
Subvolume Caching
For a significant performance improvement, a caching scheme for the decompressed
subvolumes is used. In order to reduce multiple processing of the same subvolumes by
the decompressor, we cache the 128 most frequently used subvolumes. We use caching
in a fast preview mode only, when the lowest level of detail is used. On the higher lev-
els of detail, the decompressed subvolumes consume too much memory. Preview mode
is used for camera motion, and we sacrifice rendering quality for speed. The caching
scheme has proven to be very efficient also in case of camera motion, when tempo-
ral coherency is exploited. The effect of caching on the rendering speed in preview
mode is summarized in Table 6.6. For a first frame of the rendering, when the temporal
coherency cannot be exploited yet, we achieve an average hit ratio of 58%. For con-
sequent frames, when temporal coherency can be exploited we achieve an average hit
ratio of 89%.
Rendering method Cache hit ratio Time (s)
no caching - 0.50
caching 58% 0.39
caching with temporal coherency 89% 0.25
Table 6.6: Impact of caching on the rendering speed.
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The Tile Manager
Further performance optimization is achieved by a smart load balancing scheme based
on dynamic scheduling and a set of work assignment rules. Assignment of tiles to
the rendering nodes is done on demand. A tile management thread (the tile manager)
is running on one of the cluster nodes. When a node needs to have a tile assigned,
it sends a request to the tile manager and as a response gets a tile number to render.
Since remote rendering causes network data transfers, the tile manager is using some
heuristics during tile assignment to reduce network traffic and avoid network collisions.
In the Ethernet, network collisions can happen when a few nodes send data to the same
machine at the same time. It can cause large delays and it can limit target machine
network bandwidth.
The tile manager uses the following rules for a tile assignment to a rendering node:
(1) At first it tries to assign a local tile to a rendering node. (2) If it is not possible, it
tries to assign a tile that was assigned to this node in the previous frame. (3) If it is not
possible, it tries to assign a tile that is located on a different machine than the one of the
previously assigned tile. The first rule tries to eliminate network traffic. Rules (1) and
(2) improve cache hit ratio for local and remote rendering. Rule (3) reduces per-node
network traffic and collisions for remote tiles, by trying to guarantee that tiles rendered
in parallel on different machines are not sent to the same node. The tile manager runs
16 threads that are accessing a shared data structure holding information about the tile
assignment. Threads are synchronized with critical sections. Only one thread at a time
can access the shared structure, while other threads waiting to enter the critical section
are descheduled. This approach does not overload the CPU.
Each machine is running one rendering thread and 15 threads are used for receiving
pixel data from the network. Rendered tiles are received in the background of the
rendering process and they do not affect the rendering speed on our dual core machines.
Rules used by the tile manager try to guarantee, that the number of threads receiving
data at the same time is minimized. At the end of a frame, each node checks if it has all
tiles. After receiving a synchronization signal, each node plots its tiles to the screen. In
the preview mode, the tiles are rendered in a lower resolution by shooting one ray per
44 pixel block, so the amount of data transferred is reduced 16 times. As an option,
rendered tiles can be compressed before sending over them the network. The image
compression is described in the following subsection.
Real-Time Image Compression and Decompression
We have implemented a variant of the S3TC compression algorithm. The built-in tex-
ture compression functionality of OpenGL is not suitable to be used in our case. While
there is a dedicated S3TC decompression unit on the graphics hardware, the process
of compression is implemented on the CPU and it is slow. In other applications it usu-
ally does not have an impact on the performance, because textures are compressed just
once, and they are reused many times during the application run time. However in our
case every frame we need to compress tiles before sending them off and we cannot af-
ford an expensive compression algorithm. The other disadvantage of the original S3TC
algorithm is a compression ratio of 4 bits per pixel.
We have implemented a variation of S3TC algorithm directly on the GPU using
the NVidia CUDA technology. It has the advantage of massively parallel processing
and access to the data stored on the GPU. The rendered tile is kept in video memory
in a frame buffer object. With the current implementation of CUDA it is not possible
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Figure 6.9: The origial (top) and the decompressed image (bottom)
to use a frame buffer object directly. A frame buffer has an object to be copied to a
pixel buffer object before the CUDA kernel can process the rendered data. However it
is much faster to copy data within the video memory than between the system and the
video memory.
Our implementation of the S3TC algorithm is compressing blocks of 44 pixel in a
lossy manner. An average luminance L of a pixel block is computed. Then the average
luminance is used to divide the pixels into two sets. Pixels with higher luminance then
L are assigned to the first set and the remaining pixels to the second set. For each set an
average color is computed. In a compressed representation we store two average colors
and for each pixel we store a value pointing to one of the colors in a lookup table. Each
color is stored in R5G6B5 format, what gives 16 bits, and the lookup table stores 16
one-bit values. Finally 48 bits are needed to represent a tile of 44 pixels giving a ratio
of 3 bits per pixel. Performance figures for the compression and the decompression are
presented in Table 6.7. The GPU times shows only kernel times and do not include
the memory copy time. A comparison between original and decompressed image is
presented in Figure 6.9.
CPU GTX280 8800GT
compression 35.35 ms 0.18 ms 0.55 ms
decompression 4.65 ms 1.10 ms 0.70 ms
Table 6.7: Image compression and decompression speed.
6.4.8 Performance
A photo of the display wall showing a rendering of the Visible Human Female is shown
in Figure 6.7 and 6.8. The average rendering speed for different levels of detail and
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without caching is summarized in Table 6.8. The column ’Res’ shows the tile resolution
level, for example f means full resolution, ’f/4’ means 1 ray for a pixel block of 22,
and ’f/16’ means 1 ray for a pixel block of 44. In the preview mode, one ray was
shot for each 44 pixel block and the data set was decompressed at the lowest level of
detail.
LOG Res Shading Time (s)
0 f n 2.6
1 f n 1.4
2 f n 1.0
0 f/4 n 1.7
1 f/4 n 0.8
2 f/4 n 0.55
0 f/16 n 1.4
1 f/16 n 0.6
2 f/16 n 0.25
0 f y 3.7
1 f y 1.7
2 f y 1.4
0 f/4 y 2.5
1 f/4 y 1.0
2 f/4 y 0.9
0 f/16 y 1.8
1 f/16 y 0.7
2 f/16 y 0.6
Table 6.8: The rendering speed.
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